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trolled by hormones, as is the milk production
of a mammalian female.

Among vertebrates, this "lactation" of both
male and female is possibly unique. Un
til research explains the full significance of
the phenomenon, the discus—the fish that
"nurses" its young—stands as a small but
arresting biological wonder.

1

Piggyback passengers feed on a parent's
secreted "milk." Fins resembling insect wings
lend a whiskered look to the adult's face.

Darting From One Parent to the Other,
Babies Gain Lunch and a Free Ride

As soon as they can swim, discus fry instinc
tively begin to feed on a slimelike secretion
that covers the parents' bodies. Microscopic
examination shows that this coating comes
from large mucous cells in the epidermis.
Smaller cells on the body of a nonbreeding
discus appear less productive.

Intelligent but timid, a tank-dwelling Sym-
physodon soon learns to recognize its owner.
But if disturbed, the captive dashes madly
about the aquarium and may even kill itself
by banging its nose against the glass.

Fish fanciers pay up to $10 for a young
discus; mated pairs sell for as much as $350.
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Thirty-three Centuries
'̂ nder the Sea

^^-PWERTHRockmorton

'^he POWERFDLLY BUITT
I the near-by table pIp man at p

He to his Quest th '̂t'*^ beginning of atwo-yj,^*"
eest. u® the sea uU "'"Panion. cov lead, eventually, to the dis-

one used t '̂l?' located-^ undersea wreck
to hb Ss ' ?7'̂ - 'The glass thp/u turS ?'P rode the waves 33 cen-

I glanced by y«ry Tj ^^e time of Homer's Od-
whose ear was cH ^^ustafa^K , docks'off bar ribs on a jumble
l"g- W^hld ^hat thevl^Pkin, T^fn'be Turkish coast,to find the skipper y° ^^^t waterfron? year^t!!^^ ®blp is at least eig^ b"
brought up an anri! ?°"g^ boat whn f ^°fore. And t°n âncient than any found her
clay urn from the sea^TK ^^ntue and^^ ^rst personal written here are
torn, we thought m' i, '•'̂ olch of sp u ^ 'through d . of this remarkable b ^
some underwaS 'aS^^, ^ lY ^he wrtk -d photographs ^

^••archeologicaiexpi^^^ Univ^ dv °"^^^^"ding archeologists at heSkm Diving Gear Caus o '' UniveS ^K^^""^ylvania and at Princeto"
We had just arrived ' n ®"sation ery in t,7''t,'̂ ®bnitely placed the disco

°f 'nost Turkish sTont ®°drum, home But sffr ' Age, about 1400 B-C-
waters of their nation? a ^^^"y Htde m' in the scrubby cafe -
Lun^ blagewasbuz7^-^^^"^bores Yet f classic 1-bnn an arbor roof suppo^Lu^-compressed-Sr '̂abouttheA^^^^ grossed Ifwe could not hjve
Wff A brought' '"d und rtTt^ ^ absol end was in store-h^un^dtheairwasSflef °^tbe busl'l "^hat S'fu'" ^^e table near by. ,
^be undersea treasure we i^dhrumor>"; Mustafa^ talking about?" I aslhereafter. hands Jd^b'̂ ^d. "The man with the

Aqua-Lunffo antern jaw is saying thatare for tourists, and that
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lerW r»f o D^^rvton amP^

classi'c"'°r ^^bn an arbor roof .
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1" Was absorh ®"d was in store- 1^
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Aqua-Lung MermaidScrapesSand
From the Ruins of a Bronze Age Ship

Atop this rocky ridge in the Mediterranean's misty-
blue depths, explorers uncovered theoldest shipwreck
ever found, the remnants of a galley that sank about
1400 B.C. Divers with crowbars spent hours prying
loose copper and bronze artifacts concreted together
after three millenniums in the sea. Limestone-
encrusted copper ingot shaped like an oxhide appears
in the lower right foreground.

Treasury of Bronze Age relics includes two copper
oxhides; bronze picks, chisels, axes (center row),
broken amphora (lower left), and a metal object be
lieved to be a mirror (lower right corner). Sally ^
Hinchiliffe inspects the collection. 68o

' •• ']• L-
JOHN COCHRAN (LEFT) AND KODAC HROME BYPETER THROCK MORTO N® N.G .S,
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diver wouldn't be caught dead in one. Also w u , .
that he doesn't like skin divers." layered on the bottom with

I laughed, and the burly man looked to- gravel for ballast, and much of the
ward us.Then,tomvconi;tprnot;/>« u_i- , . ®Pace was taken up by an ancient air com"

cookstove was half an oil drum^ ed near the stern, her engine an antique
single-cylinder diesel that would start, I
earned, only after prolonged heating with a

wTf'n"" K'n"',-.'"' l^emal...^owtorch. It could push the old boat along
hurkv rlr u f shoulders the L'f knots. In afair wind, with

i^ncient JarBecomes Water Tank

hTIp kand. decrepit as she looked the Mow£?fl-
ment. Then hTgdnne^ ' h' ^^ ^ underTb ^ept that way
fered palm I motioned r^, kmy prof, ®tight discipline of Captain Kema

For the "If"' ""»=!'=" Ciasim Arslan. U".ish aperitif, apd savory rosTl?!'-amcl'.' Oth"™ ivers°'?rthfcrew""'"^

that he doesn l use sKin clivers."
I laughed, and the burly man looked to

ward us. Then tomyconsternation,he lurchedto his feet and started in our direction.
the cafes proprietor rushed nnc o j

grabbed his arm, and from the smattering of
Turkish atmy command I could tell hp

With a bull-like shrntr wf u;.
husky captain she
and kept coming.

I got up, put on the best smile, t
manage, and put out my hand.

He lookpH mo . .1

ish aperitif, and savory n "uncle
kebab-Capt. KemalArastnld "^®kish youneAl-7 i divers in the crew were
diving, the price of sponges h "i! ^kout ing ^ew'Jdressed in aspank-
dread of all divpiTl'̂ '̂ ^kes with that 5eL'r d°uble-breasted suit, and "Undeycyian —Undp , ^vas

diving, the price of sponm h "h
dread of all divers thp h ^ ^^^es with that
things he had seen in the sS fantastic
said, "In Alkh's^namrrcan ^

Turkish laws rt^rict
making extended trips on bopt'̂ '!"f®
try's sponge fleet. But thpm.l .^katcoun
the Izmir Ft
skin divers,

§eytan"_TT . "'kreasted suit, and "Cncw
Ahmed b t"? His real name was
"onlva'ri "-1 called §eytan because

SS" """"
^ -o-—v,..ucu inps on boats nf fu tack of th a bad limp from an at

!h^ t'"""T But through tb h kecause SL kked to dive, he told us,the Izmir Frogman's Club, agroun t P ship's k,, ke did not limp. Acouple
Igot permission rsp' n "'̂ ^ My^eve /n '̂̂ ^Pleted the crew,aboard Captain Kemal's 38-foot son foot of tL amphora lashed to the

Tn Tim?? onderwate an"!'' kle handts ^ In surprise. Its dou-Turkish waters. antiquities stamped ,t "o^k, and tapered shape
classical timTs ''k® fypmal jars used i"

Trobablv P holding oil and wine.about the ph ^ guessed, dating from
h'«ci's watp. It held the Manda-water supply.

he

'iotperSnrs^r""-"
Ain Kemal's 38-f„a. "y*""?""!

a survey

Turkish waters.

Mandalmei Tackle, ,hc Deep

Mus°tS o™ '"Julywale of .he MaaM.cj EaT" "•= '
one of the top industrial nhnf ' Kemal grinned .i
Turkey, shared mv imp! P ^f^Smphers in ke old iar^ 5 " datr..,
camera work and archen? ""derwater ones " he fetter made tha
Together we hoped to n ®'"' '̂̂ Ploratbn get explained. "Cheape
Aqua-Lungs were good P''® ^emal that ^kem un fl "dikingsides tourists. Thecllin ^°"^^tking 0"^ expedi1 kottom."
""ke'-sea relics would be o^ly ifm'P°"ges; f'f'̂ 'ous start.^^ought, was off

The Mandalinci ~{u np 'dental. ^^eveninuK c A
gerine" in Turkish-w/p means "tan- f^PPkes for f the equipment an
trechandiri (page 6971 „ ^ leathered old morni aboard. At dawn
maneuverable, double-endL°^ ^^ose highly '̂ ^f'̂ ked the shor '̂̂ ''developed mthe Aegean archl f ^^g boats m̂°hrum is aflJ ^rop behind.

oarchipelago f the edge 0? l P®" hanging to the coast
toot hills. Th ^"'Phitheater of thousand-

Bronze Age Bullion ap k'̂ t those hills
believed to'̂ hfefp!; '̂ 'th aleglike f "Oxhide "E
'"got.smelted in in

CaptS '"fply-
"The old grinned at my wonderment-
''hern onpK '̂̂ 'i! ketter made than thes. he exnipm„j "Cheaper, too-

—just

to an
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have seen the glories of the past, for Bodrum
is the site of the ancient Halicarnassus. That
fabled city was the birthplace of Herodotus,
father of written history. It was the location
of the famous Mausoleum, built to honor the
Carian king Mausolus, and oneof the ancient
Seven Wonders of the World. The city was
sacked by Alexander the Great in a victory
that helped open his wayinto Asia.

On a peninsula thatjuts into the bay stands
a castle built by Crusaders more than five
centuries ago (page 690). Its walls contain
stones cut in classical times, many even taken
from Mausolus's now-obliterated tomb. The
castle was named for St. Peter, and the town
that grew up around iton the ruins of ancient
Halicarnassus was called Petronium. In
time this was corrupted to Bodrum.

Two hours' run from Bodrum lies Yassi
Tsland, in the Chuka Channel. There, a huri-
dred yards from shore. Captain Kemal
cut the engine, ^iasim puton the lead shoes
and copper helmet of the boat s lone diving
suit and dropped overboard.

Ten minutes later came the signaling tug
on the lifeline that meant he had found the

spot the captain had promised to show me. I
donned snorkel and mask and slipped over
the side into the channel's crystal-clear water.

There, below me, was a fantastic mass of
amphorae, some broken and some complete,
lying on the bottom only 25 feet down,
giasim, his back turned, was standing in
the middle of them.

Friendly Taps Startle a Diver

I swam down to him and rapped the
familiar tattoo of "shave and a haircut, two
bits" on his helmet with my knuckles. He
nearly jumped out of the water, so startled
was he at my tapping. Later he told me that
it was the first time in his 40 years of diving
that he had had company while under the sea

Mustafa came down to look at the pile,
and then the captain signaled for all to come
up. Ali took over the diving suit from Qiasim,
and we moved to deep water on the south side
of the island, where Captain Kemal said there
were two more piles of amphorae.

Minutes later —but what seemed like an
eternity, in my excitement —I was shaking
hands with Ali in 120 feet of water, on top

Floating above amound ofamphorae, archeological draftsman Honor Frost sketches
awreck off Yassi Island. Tiles among the jars may have floored the ship's galley.
KOOACHROME BV PETER THBOCKXORTON © NATIONAL (3E06RAPH1C SOCIETY

Heavily laden merchantmen sailing out of Rhodes, Cyprus, Rome, and other Medi
terranean trade centers swarmed to the island-dotted waters off Turkey inancient times
(map, opposite). Yassi Island's treacherous reef, its crest rising within six feet of the sur
face took manv aship to its grave. Some vessels, hulls split wide open, sank immediately,
spilling their cargoes on the reef. Others, like the 1..100-year-old galley depicted below,
strove in vain to reach Yassi's beach. Their bones still rest on offshore slopes in depths
ranging from 20 tomore than100 feet. 689

South-

Karabakla Island , k

Yass. Island -Ri

pjtT'

Galley sank 200 feet
from spine of reef
that ripped its hull

strikes

wreck

i|

1,400-year-old wreck.18th-century 2.100-year-old wreck / V
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of the wreck of abig amphorae carrier. There
were literally scores of jars lying in sea-en
crusted piles. I did an Aqua-Lung dance of
glee, and then Mi led me to another, even
larger wreck!

Here were huge globular amphorae of a
type I had never seen before, each one almost
perfectly round, with two small handles This
wreck was also strewed with iron objects
some of which turned out to be anS
anchors^ Ascale of barnacles encrusted the
jars, and sea worms had built their tubular
690

omes in twisting patterns on their surfaces,
ut their ancient beauty was unmistakable,

assi Island, however, was to offer even
more^ In subsequent explorations we have
oun evidence to indicate that at least 15
_ tional wrecks lie near the island's shore

a veritable graveyard of ancient ships!
fr wonder. Just a hundred yardstrom Yassi Island's western edge lies atreach-

Its crest, six feet below the sur-

sim ; '̂ 1^ '"visible, especially with thele steersman's eyes, his ship running

"tSS; H.'E™ father of written hiet.ry,top the Rums of Halicamassus " I^^led capital of the King-
boasted amagnificentmarble

' '-f'

ws

before the prevailing wind. Today the reef
is marked on charts, but it still takes its toll
of ships, the latest a sponge boat sunk atop
a pile of cannon balls from an 18th-century
Ottoman frigate. The two deep wrecks we
saw that first day have since been identified
as Bvzantine cargo carriers ofthe6thand 7th
centuries.

At least two other big cargo ships-used by
the wine carriers of Rhodes —came to grief
there in the last half of the 1st century. One
littered a hundred square yards of bottom

tomb, one of the ancients' seven wonders, begun
for King Mausolus hy his widow about 3.-)3 B.C.
The word "mausoleum" derives from his name.

W:
,',r

vt

St'. ,

several feet deep in smashed amphorae. The
other came to rest in one piece, her deck car
go of 5,000 wine jars still stacked as they were
the day she left Rhodes. A handful of civili
zations—Greek, Roman, Byzantine, and Tur
kish—have left relics on that savage reef.

As I write these words, I can think calmly
of these discoveries. But that first day with
Captain Kemal on the Mandalinci was a
frenzy of photographs and dives and excite
ment. And of frustrating conversations trying

(Continued on page 695)
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Centuries later Crusaders used stones from the
ruined edifice to build the massive castle of St.
Peter commanding the harbor.

KODACHROME BV PETER THROCKMORTON © NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY
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Susan Phipps Buoys
an Amphora With Air.
Like a Rocket, the Jar
Will Shoot to the Surface

Divers working off \assi Island
found it a back-breaking job to
lift the jars, which weighed as
much as 100 pounds. Shells
and pebbles, seeping in through
broken seals, displaced the wine
long ago. Some amphorae con
tained octopus nests.

Substituting air for muscle,
the divers made their Aqua-
Lungs work for them. Dump
ing out the silt, they piped their
own exhaust into the jars. Rising
slowly at first, the amphorae
gained speed with every foot
until they popped out of the
water.

Archeologists theorize that
tapered bottoms made it easier
for stevedores to move the jars
about on deck. Ashore, the am
phorae could be planted upright
in soft earth.

Similar relics have been re

covered from the ruins of
Pompeii. In 1952 Capt. Jacques-
Yves Cousteau and his fish
men salvaged an entire cargo of
Greco-Roman amphorae off
Marseille, France (see Nation
al GEOGRAPHIC,January,1954).

Bubbles form a cloud above
Miss Phipps as she inflates
a jar. A hole in the base allows
a trickle of air to escape. Black
reef fish exhibit no fear of the
stranger in their midst.

JOHN COCHRAN
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to explain to Kemal and the other divers the
importance of what we had found.

Life on a spongeboat quicklybecomes rou
tine. When there happened to be a wreck in
areas where the Mandalinci s divers were
harvesting sponges, Mustafa and I photo
graphed and made notes. When there were
no wrecks, we speared grouper for the cook
pot, dove with our Aqua-Lungs to add a few
pounds of sponges to the day's catch, or set
tled into the little boat's routine.

If there was a mandown in the diving suit,
theMandalinci'soldengine ranathalfpower.
It droned a steady, sleepy vibration, never
changing except when the man at the tiller
kicked the throttle ahead to stay
diver. The lifeline between diver and boat
was no bigger than a clothesline, but \ ery
strong and carefully made from hard-twist
manila. That lifeline was always tended by
one of the older men, usually either Lemal or
giasim, who sat, impassive, attention fixed
on the diver, fingers holding the stran wi
delicacy to respond to the diver s signa s.

Chants Mark Diver's Progress

The air hose was always in the hands of
Samy, the oldest of the ship's boys, and he m
turn was watched by the man on e _

and cursed roundly when the ose
held exactly right: just slack
diver to be free, but tight enough so hat
could not catch on underwater o s •"

Time was punctuated by the ^.ps b°>
singsonging out the divers ep ' , ,
read off in fathoms from agauge attach^ t°
the compressor. One knew by the bey ^h^
when the diver was climbing down rocks, as
the depth call changed rapi^y.

"Seven. Going on nine, ^oing on
Still twelve. Going fourteen, ^^ng
teen. Steady at seventeen. e

Occasionally, the
glance at an old alarm cloc ,
piece on board except my sig-
an hour, he gave tbree strong^j
naled the diver to ascend. would be
the net bag, bulging 'to another
aboard, the diving suit ^ ^pttled backman, and theMawdo/zwc« s cr •
to another hour of watch " ^ , jj j.g

The .EPonses, .lea-nj
piled up around the mas.
had collected what wou
ten pounds, cleaned and ariet
average day's catch, wor a / but

By noon the first day out Iwas hungr>,

saw no sign of cooking. I asked Mustafa:
"What about lunch?"

"Divers never eat during the day," he said.
"It's supposed to bring on the bends."

So that day, and every other day of our
voyage, we staved off our emptiness diver-
fashion, with a cigarette and a hunk of bread.
Hunger for us, as for the men of the crew,
became an accepted part of the routine.

At suppertime the ship's boys set out the
"table" —a piece of canvas laid on the fore-
deck —and the men sat down in order of rank.

Captain Kemal presided; Mustafa and I,
as guests, flanked him. Then came Qiasim,
who had spent the previous hour over the
oil drum and a fire of wood gleaned from
shore in the morning by the boys. At the foot
sat the other divers.

The meal was usually gorba—a soup
made from tomatoes, fish, and peppers —a
salad of more peppers with tomatoes and
olive oil, a lobster or a grouper caught during
the day, and that seaman's staple, boiled
beans. Bread was hardtack, made edible by
dipping into a pan of water that stood ready
by the canvas.
' The boys stayed in the background. They

would eat the cold and greasy leavings after
they had cleaned up the foredeck. As com
pensation, perhaps, or as concession to the
appetites of 14- and 15-year-old boys, they
were the only ones on board who could get
an extra bite from the ship's larder during the
day without earning a scowlfrom Kemal.

Mandalinci Roams a Lifeless Coast

When night fell, we would anchor in a
cove, or behind an ancient breakwater such
as the one at Cnidus, where the ruins of a
city that once sheltered thousands of people
lay around the harbor. The sail would be
spread on the Mandalinci's foredeck, and
we'd roll up in our blankets in some corner.
Or sleep ashore on a sandy beach.

We seldom saw another boat or another
human being. The coast we cruised along
was beautiful, with great mountains that
loomed sheer out of the sea and deserted
valleys where grew wild figs that we some
times picked on trips ashore in the dinghy. It
was a life like that which must have been led
by the sea raiders of Homer's time—raiders
who may have hauled their black-hulled
ships onto the very beaches where we slept.

So the days went by, pleasantly —and prof
itably. In addition to several well-preserved
wrecks, we found many sites worth further



investigation someday. And our notebooks
were full of jottings about other wrecks, on
other parts of the coast, gleaned in evening
talksaroundthemastor campfires ashore.

For we were accepted now as divers, not
tourists. We had proved we could picksponges
and live on a sponge boat. Divers along the
coast gave us information, even though they
might think our search for broken pots and
sea-rotted pieces of wood was de/j-crazy.
Some even became interested in archeology
themselves —a tribute to the stories, cribhed
from Homer, which Mustafa had told around
our campfires.

"Rotten" Bronze Hints at aTreasure
When our month's cruise was over and we

were back in Bodrum, Mustafa and I were
invited to spend an evening with Kemal and
a sea captain friend of his from Istanbul The
talk turned to dynamite and its use in salvage
jobs. I was sitting half asleep, unable to fol
low much of the conversation. Then I wa?
snapped alert by the word bakir, TurS
for copper. "^^isn

mS^ I ^ked
"Some things they found in the sea "
"What things?"
"Bronze things. He found some pieces of

bronze, stuck to the rock."
After ten minutes of confused m.o f •

the Story came out. The season beLe S
had been diving near Finike atanlarl ^
Cape Gelidonya (map, page 688). He foind
about two tons of bronze objects-"hia K
of metal, but flat, all stuck tog ther on i?
rock in 15 fathoms of water" Amra « ^
had taken some pieces and sold them^f""
scrap. But the price was poor verrn
because the metal was so corrnd ^ 7I ta interest. BiX, „f
no doubt. Sounded modern Prob
an 18th. or 19th-century merchant ' S""

That night, thinking it over in ,
room, I decided what it was.

Kemal had said that the hmn,
and corroded. Now, I Ld°
bronze from wrecked 18th-centn!" Plenty of
It almost never was so badlv ^®kips, and
if could be called "rotten '^atIhad .seen that hadly de^ayeltd^
classical times. Ibegan to snemlp? u"
bars: Where had I heard that fl ? ^^e
traded by the Kefti, "seafahved in the Aegean durLt.reT"'''' *>'»

Next morning I went thronat.and found areproduction of aSinr^
696 painting from

hHROC«„~
orton

showe/the ^ ^^00 B-C-' which
Pharaoh, p wringing tribute to the

was, unmis-
for all the worldTia handles, look-

, ft Was Weeks k r hide.
'''Og up the subiert '̂̂ ^ ^ ^°t a chance to

his men of thefui i with Kemal and
emember the bron " ' Did any of them

tu; one of^^k fhe sea nearwo bronze boxes fr '̂̂ 1 he had taken
hey Would be full ^he place, hoping that

TeT great fnstekd, t'hey heldad thrown them ' were so corroded
scrlh'̂ Iwas on^ f" the sea.
som his head when Devd
there fo sell for hadpicked uphad been ZZ' He remembered
w. ^as hk^ °fthem.
of br^ knife. And a'to-""' point. And thereol bronse." "uns like a sword. All

brok'e Iliou't remember."Oonf.... ry^ Peter. Next, ' - vaunt rememb

°P t worry, Peter.

iOii > :

Helmeted diver hands a bag of
sponges to deckhands aboard Man a
linci, a double-ended vessel that car
ries motor and sail. Sponge iving
is a fading industry in Turkey, says
Mr. Throckmorton, who worked be
side these divers. "Young Turks wan
no part of it; too many have een
killed or crippled, and the disa e
get no compensation."

\

Exhausted by a f®"® b^fo're
Kcmil Aras rests on
ciuitling b,! b" 't me author.
a grim business, rep bends.
"Divers live with the

Diving too often, too deep,
rSwatch'shisbotiycoming up, the due mechanic

with the attention that a met
givesto a racingcar.



year when we dynamite the stuff for salvaee
III save you a piece." '

On an impulse I turned to Kemal "Prom
ise me you won't touch the bronze wreck unTil
I get to see It," I blurted "T'll n„. ,the scrap value, by weight, of eveS^e
recover from her." thing we

Where I'd get the money I didn't
Nor had I anv idea at tiia Know.
be able to promote the exnedir"^^" '̂u
the underwater wreck "

Summer passed, I returner! ru t.
States, thoughts of the bronze wreck anT '̂"^
impulsive promise to Kemal a n
mthe back of my mind. Then thr"^ 1°'"
archeologist friend in New Vr^
Drayton Cochran. York, I niet

Air Hose Makes aNecklace
Cochran is a New York u

owns the Little Vmlant c ,'̂ '̂ an who
foot auxiliary ketch (page 700) h '°-
and a friend, John Righter we John,
skin divers. Another friend St? ^ '̂P^^^tced
was a true professional and 1?
photographer as well. So we for?"?""" '̂̂ ^
Objective: a cruise in Turkish ^

Gelidrf "••»»» wS'a,'c*JJS
Piraifcrkttrl'fan",;;"'® '̂'̂ the e.g in

endless minutiae of diving the
hroin Germany there was ane "^lia
ful Bauer air compreSor P°^er-
Drager portable decompressioreh 'as abit of insurance evert 'camber that
willingly. 'Shipped

The Cochran partv sten .Athens with airline'fligh '̂̂ S aplane at
spare parts-and with SQ.f with
hose draped over their shonii°°'' of airAnd an attractive last m' '̂̂ ^eklacef-nPhipp,,,nK,„„S™"®at
the Cochrans. family km

, Atlat, the i/ufe r«„,

the
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gluelike mud of ages from her anchor. Her
course was set for Izmir. There Hakki Gul-
tekin, on vacation from his post as Director
of the Archeological Museum in Izmir, and
Mustafa and another diver friend, Rasim
Divanli, were waiting to join us. With them
aboard, we headed first for Yassi Island reef.

We checked out our equipment in dives on
the wrecks Mustafa and I had spotted with
Kemal. The sight of the amphorae, some a
jumble of shards, others as neatly arrayed as
the day they were stowed in the ship that
earned them, was no less thrilling now thanon that first voyage with ih.MaldaUncl

Octopuses Live Where Wine Once Flowed
Seals in the narrow necks of the jars had

long since disappeared. Instead of the wine
or oil once stoppered within, the timeless
motion of the sea and nest-building octo
puses had packed down pebbles and =
Frequently the tenants „„"uld
cloud ofink when disturbed. ^ a

' - is.

The pebble-filled jars were heavy. Itsome-times w^ all one diver could do to hold ajar
mr Kj P°*^*^om, neck down, while another

the packed filling,

nf Qn •\^"^Phora was held over the nozzle
hiihKi^"^f the surface or the exhaust
vers' A ? regulator of one of the di-
ballnnn'̂ fvf"- '̂owly, like a primitiveballoon the jar would begin to rise.
off likprnomentum, it would take
sand AttJ"*" renting a white stream of
dinghv wn. ^hose waiting in theFig's
to bob until ^ °"t of the water,000 until recovered.

wreck?mI5ked^^^ Proving the
we Were nfF notebook, until at last
•^ape, crownpd Gelidonya. That great
Mediterranean ^u heacon, thrusts into the
from it just a string ofislands jutting
Thesaid.

rock, and thevnm '̂̂ ^a stumps of
looked Their • ^ inhospitable as they

jagged surfaces were so sharp

' v" • ..'J

w".

'&
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each step slashed our shoe soles; we could
not sit down without gettingcut. They were
waterless, their only vegetation a thorny
shrub that clung to eroded hollows. I pitied
the shipwrecked sailors of the past who must
have struggled ashore there.

The channel where the wreck should e
was a passage between the outermost is an
and another one 200 yards nearer the s ore.
Kemal had said the wreck was on an under
water ridee that ran between the two islands. uu» •» i, ^

We spotted the ridge without trouble-a f^^st Dives Net Newspaper and Cookpot
tangle of ledges, clefts, and hillocks ^ un- morning's dives we managed
inviting as the two islands they joined. .^eep agood part of the bottom between t
each side of the ridge the bottom dropped ott We found nothing
to depths of 150 feet and deeper. The crest o looked like a cookpot
the ridge itself varied from 40 to 100 feet down, - ^ newspaper,
with occasional pinnacles that soared to with- ana ^P ^p ^ ^wo par-
in 10 feet ofthesurface. • '-'•nrm covering each side

Next morning we all went over the side at
once, and swam slowly along the bottom in
a long line. Within five minutes the line had
broken up into scattered groups wandering
inthe ridge'sjumbledformations. Ten minutes
more, and the groups became individuals
wandering aimlessly here and there. Soon
heads began popping to the surface, each
person coming up to see where he was.

"It's a mess," Rasim said. "We could look
down there amonth and not find the wreck."

J leet ot ine suriace.

It was noon when theLittle Vigi
dropped anchor into a mass of hou e
the ridge. That afternoon was spent in
onnoitering and eager speculation.

« 'T,:'"- hi'

A'*'

JOHN COCHRAN

iH a oage irom d i uit- r-

That iternoon we split "P'"to two par-
nne group covering each side of the

,idge Iswam with Stan and Mustafa. The
f'.warmed with fish-and huge boulders,

f pnt around one side of arock that was the
•re of asmall house; Stan and Mustafa went

® Hthe other. When I got past it, mywere n„„h.re to be seen, s. I car-
lied on aI'itL better. When

back on the Figitet, he
r Ha niece of discolored rock. It un-displayed a p ^ decompo-

'l."""°"ftlonze or copper. He said that it
sition o Kemal had de-

"TedTth. w°ee 'scribed as tn

'"f id Tooked as if it had been dynamited.
' ^ha night we dined In deep discourage-

? The others wanted to leave as soon
n,m as we could, but Mustafa and Iafter sunup as Morning came-

held out f°'^ther round offruitless dives.
and • to wonder ifKemal had mis-
Iwas beginning
led a®' , , j uppn there before us.another boat ha

iStt'̂ Se'̂ 'ctTbach. Hait.honr

ties

lil Kekova roadstead near FmikeVigilant, the 70-foot auxiliary
hthat carried the author and his com-

mthe site of the Bronze Age wreck.panionsto t dead-hun-

TrS sarcophagi-on the3jtant slopes of theTurkish mainland.
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before sailing time Mustafa and I made what
we thought would be our last dive toward
the rock. John Cochran and Susie Phinps
also went down for a final look around-and
to take pictures of Susie among the groupers

We combed the labyrinth of formations
along the ridge, Mustafa and I, parting sea
weed and chipping off bits of rock, hoping
against hope. Our reward; Nothing De
jected, we rose to the surface.

But on board the Vigilant, the crew was
gathered in a knot around John and Susie.
There were shouts of exultation as we clam
bered to the deck. John was holding ^
hand wo hunks of bronze, covered with so
rnuch limestone concretion that at first glance
they looked like shapeless lumps. Mr Cdn
tekin and I excitedly chipped off the 'limev
crust-fairly easy to do when objects are
fresh from the sea, but difficult after the crSt
gets dry and rock-hard.

Gradually the true shape of the nip^
emerged John had found spear points-^ uT
like anything any of us had seen before"
crudely made, with what archeologists calU
shoe socket. Undoubtedly they were verv od

There's a lot more down there likp - ,
John said. "And abunch of big flat nip
metal, shaped like oxhides."

Ingots! Kefti ingots! Or would thev
out to be something else?

ship sank was one of those
mgs that happen once in 10,000 chances.

m.H?! dropped like a stone after
she IiqH upthrust pinnacle. If
havp 1 ^ farther, she would
covereH ^^"dy bottom, to be
discoverivl^KP^bably never
rock shP c " Exposed on the
sef;nd thTc T"''her for us to sSdy"''
are crudeN m^ h objects she carried
goods-thp have the look of trade

ago, or tn AC • "^e"ean Indians 150 years
O'fes' 11'",™ in recent limes.
double-headpH seme sword blades and
ioned. Thp beautifully fash-
for Greece th ^a directly on the course

, or the western

Eyprus(map,p°age6ggJ"
Relentless Current Plagues Divers

discovery of tt,
an afternoon / scrapped plans

days We diveH o '̂"'-'̂ re. For two more
leather that grad/°i?^ Uigz/awf, underseason of the ^ ^ worsened. It was the
^^j'̂ dthatsweensft. ^ northerly"-'wcKea the latest U ^he seas surged tn Mediterranean,

had gotten through ' islaS '''"Sh ^he channel between
ranhpr 7 tn' underwater photog n^ was po«mi current became soP er for the National Geographic a hand ^et to the wreck onlysoon as Stan felt it safe, we dived again. ' attached fo T' ^rope we

Copper Ingots Signal Victory momem!''''f'"^° '̂-
Thp wrprL lo • m • ereneaHvc Panic when our

formed by huge^ bouWers"^v howl thl'ch ^ere"wenf''ythe current.
Mustafa had found the discororedst'̂ ' ^xhaus^r""' tW f

The in«ole-d„„„/„-f .;rr » h '»

ireiid'rir {'rT -s i
the sand, and under the surroun'!f°''̂ 'i'̂ "'̂ '̂ '' a halt^? ^ of sev Th'h ^Pccial equip-were bronze tools. ledges, anrt 1° divinr''"^^ "'""ths. We called

When we pried an ingot from tn home. ' ^^he Vigilant upped
the heap, we found under it a n n of px^ip ^now that
bits of wood preserved by the conn' heen'̂ fp'̂ °''hide shan^^ Cyprus was
released in the slow corrosion of th sites thT^ Sardinf^''^hatbars have
bars. There were some crude potterJ^""®^ '̂ ^o we betw^^^ Mycenae from
axes, picks, and snear nnipf? l^^yLbronze ®<^onclude that ^"d 1200 B.C.

eight n"'̂ 'h the efrhronze wreck has
wtkn'r"''"^^ ySsTJ'Exn f '̂̂ tisly ^er than any other

^^ickly Ton,
our beliefs-

bars. There were some crude poTryb'"^^
axes, picks, and spear points An'n
surprising of all, bits of rope madp 'grass, or reed, the original twist sTin it"""'

Dr. Rodney Young, head of the
Department of Classical
Archaeology at the University
of Pennsylvania, pronounced
the ingots "completely charac
teristic of the late Bronze Age."
Dr. Erik Sjoqvist, Professor of
Classical Archaeology in
Princeton University's Depart-
nient of Art and Archaeology,
found pieces of a dagger and
^ spearhead to be typical of
Eypriot armament of the 15th
and 14th centuries B.C.

Wreck Yields Clues, Puzzles

Modern man knows tanta-
lizingly little of the ships and
commerce of the Bronze Age.
Soon he shall know more—far
more, we hope —for in another
expedition soonweplantostudy
fhe ancient wreck off Cape
Gelidonya indetail.

What sort of ship was she?
What did she look like, and

nw did those ancient mari
ners sail her? For what strange
fcibesmen did she carry her
trade goods? Were the copper
'ngots destined for a more ad
vanced people after she had
nished her coasting? Will

e emical cleaning of delicate,
still-unidentified lumps reveal
S'lver and gold in a cargo that
'nust have been worth a king s
'̂ ^nsom three millenniums ago?

A thousand questions flood

wb " '̂nd impatiently as Iawaitj- ^tever answers may He in 90
®et of water off the craggy
nrkish coast.
^till, tny impatience is tem-

fT^*^ with gratitude. Except^ n sea captain's chance re-
the questions might

®^er have beenaskedat all-

oTu'̂ nthine pinnacles and
div cliffs menaced this

as she sought Bronze Age
tfi^?"''' So strong wa.s the curren
scp„ , swimmers sometimes de-

over hand on a rope
n a copper ingot. 70J
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By PETER THROCKMORTON

Since 1958, when I began searching for ancient ship
wrecks in the Aegean, I have often been asked two
questions. The first, "Have you seen any sharks.'"
is easily answered. We do see them occasionally, and
have almost always found them timid, though shark
attacks have occurred.

The second question is less easily answered: "Can
you locate a specific shipwreck or fleet known to have
been sunk ?"

In six seasons we have located hundreds of ship
wrecks. Two of these, the Bronze Age ship at Cape
Gelidonya (see Archaeology 14 [1961] 78-87) and
a Late Roman amphora carrier, have been excavated,
and seven others studied. About thirty morehavebeen
surveyed. With one exception, all of these wrecks
were chance finds, located because some part of the
imperishable cargo of the ship protruded above the
surface of the sea bottom. Like the Antikythera and
Mahdia ships with their famous cargoes of statuary,
most of them were first seen by sponge divers, who
reported them to us. Only a few of the wrecks were
located by what would seem the obvious method—
looking for them in places where ships would have
been likely to sink, such as dangerous reefs at the ap
proaches to ancient ports.

This is not to say that wrecks do not exist in such
places. They almost always do. The problem is that a
wooden ship's hull exposed to Mediterranean waters
is eaten up by ship worms in a few years, leaving
only the imperishable parts of the ship and its cargo,
such as lead anchors, bronze nails and pottery. When
a ship strikes a shallow reef and breaks up, its cargo
is scattered and usually becomes mixed with material
from other wrecks.

A good example of such an archaeological omelet
is on the west reef at Yassi Ada off the coast of
southwestern Turkey, where there were at least fifteen
shipwrecks in ancient times. The two best preserved
wrecks that we had found up to 1963 were those
of two Late Roman ships which had struck the reef
sailed on for several hundred yards and then sunk
in deep water onto a bottom of mud and fine sand
which covered and preserved parts of their wooden
hulls but left their amphora cargoes exposed to the
sea. We found these by following information re
ceived from sponge divers. We would probably not

have discovered them in the course of a normal search
of the reef.

George Bass of the University of Pennsylvania Mu
seum, who excavated one of these ships, found that
she had sunk to the bottom with a heavy list to one
side, and that the high side of the ship, when suffi
ciently weakened by shipworms, had collapsed out
ward under the weight of the heavy amphoras which
comprised the cargo. These held down the sides of
the ship so that they were covered over by silt carried
in the current. Judging from this case as well as from
experience gained from dives on many modern wrecks,
I am led to believe that all wooden shipwrecks which
lie at depths sufficient to avoid being broken up by
wave action will become stabilized in less than fifty
years, and that what then survives of a ship under the
mud will probably last forever.

in the summer of 1963 the University Museum's
survey group worked at Methone, in the southwestern
Peloponnesus, on a series of ancient shipwrecks. In
the course of research in the region I discovered that
many modern wrecks had also gone down in and
around Methone. The most interesting of these was
H.M.S. Cohnnbine, a British sloop of warwhich sank
in Porto Longo harbor in 1824. The wreck was well
documented, and through the Public Records Office I
obtained a copy of the court-martial of the Colum
bine's captain, copies of her plans and extracts from
other documents such as her log books. The court-
martial was particularly interesting, since it gave a full
account of how the shiphad gone down.

In the spring of 1963, with a colleague, John Bul-
litt, I made a search in Porto Longo for the wreck of
the Columbine. We failed to find it, but we did find
the wreck of the 300-ton schooner Heraclea, which
had been sunk by German dive bombers in 1940. In
the twenty-three years since her sinking, the schooner
had almost disappeared underneath the mud. When
we examined her more closely we saw that, like the
Byzantine wreck at Yassi Ada, she had opened out
flat on the bottom and been covered with mud, and
that agreat deal of the ship remained.

It became evident that the Columbine, if she sur
vived at all, had been completely covered. We de
cided to spend a few days during the summer in an
attempt to find the ship, believing that if her condi-
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Stern of tlie Austrian brig at Porto Longo. In the hundred years since the ship sank, more than six feet of mud have
covered the wreck. The diver is fooking into the gunport; his right hand is on the blocks which were used to hauf up
the gun. The mouth of the airfift is just below his hand.

tion under the mud was like that of the Heraclea, we
would have an accurate idea of what happens to
wooden ships sunk in similar areas. Our expedition
chemist, Richard Russell, was interested in obtaining
dated material from modern wrecks for use in com
parative study of the chemical and biological phenom
ena which occur in older wrecks.

The court-martial record made it possible for us to
pinpoint the place of the wreck within an area less
than two hundred yards long by twenty wide. After
a day's search our chief diver, Nikos Kartelias, whose
long experience in this kind of work has given him a
very sharp eye for thesmallest unnatural object on the
bottom, spotted a tiny piece of heavily concreted wood
protruding from the mud.

By probing with iron rods we located one side of a

wreck under two feet of mud. We then hooked up
the airlift—the underwater suction device which we
use as a digging tool—and when we had cleared away
the two feet of mud, we were amazed to see the per
fectly preserved timbers of one side of the deck and
part of the bulwarks of a large ship. Although the
upper parts of a number of ribs were eaten away,
some of the timbers still had the oiled finish which
had covered them when the ship went down.

We decided to dig a trench right across the wreck.
A base line was stretched and leveled and, as we air
lifted, all timbers found were measured from this
line. As the trench progressed and more and more
data were added to the plan, we were amazed at the
amount of information it provided us. Although im
possible to understand on the bottom, the various

IN THE AEGEAN SEA
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The Austrian brig, with the bulwarks cleared of . •original oiled finish. The upper parts of the timbers and the^:; ra!l hTv^ '̂e^featenty ^«edo worms.'''" " "

Mosaic photograph of the 30-foot section of the Austrian hn'o'c I,, T„ i i i ,
(at extreme left) and the davit on the counter (center). bulwarks cleared. Note the belaying pin still in place

1 r

Shipwrecks continued

timbers were easy to identify on the drawing, which
showed that the ship had gone down with a heavy list
to port, and that she had opened up and out just like
the Heraclea and the Yassi Ada wreck. As the wreck
lay in shallow water, it seems probable that it had
been salvaged soon after sinking, so we were not sur
prised at finding no material to identify it as the
Columbine.

After we had finished plotting the section, we de
cided to work along the line of the bulwarks toward
what we thought was the stern of the ship, in the
hope of finding material which would definitely iden
tify the wreck. We uncovered thirty feet of bulwarks
and found a gunport, the blocks for running up the
gun and the ringbolts for securing it still in place, a
belaying pin in position in the stern with the chafe
marks of the rope it had held still visible, more areas
of intact bulwark and, finally, the taffrail and counter
of the ship. These last were under more than ten feet
of mud.

A comparison of our plan of this wreck with the
Columbine's plan made us realize that we were not
dealing with the Columbine at all, but with another
ship wrecked at approximately the same time. We
searched further for the Columbine and found, a hun
dred yards away, some bits of copper sheathing, brass
barrel hoops and some potsherds. These were identi
fied as belonging to the Columbine—they were all
that remained of the wreck; the bottom onto which
she had sunk was rocky.

Study of the wood of both wrecks by B. Francis
Kukachka of the U.S. Department of Agriculture

Forest Products Laboratory showed that the wreck we
had explored was built of Adriatic wood. A search of
the public records of the district resulted in the tenta
tive identification of it as an Austrian brig which
sank in I860.

The remarkable coincidence is that both ships had
been anchored in the same harbor at the same time of
year, both were brigs of about the same size, and both
were wrecked because the apparently safe harbor be
came dangerous when lashed by the siroccos, the
much feared southeast gales which strike that coast in
winter. The Austrian brig was wrecked on January
22, I860, the Columbine on January 25, 1824. From
the records we know that the Columbine sank on her
port side with her head to the north because of her
anchor chain having parted. This is almost certainly
what happened to the Austrian brig as well, although
we cannot be positivewithout further research.

In addition to the reference to the Austrian brig in
the Pylos public records, there were noted other
wrecks which occurred off Sapienza Island, probably
in Porto Longo. In 1847 a ship called Jerusalem, un
der the Greek flag, was lost there. The America sank
in Porto Longo in the 1830's. The old men of Me-
thone remember from their fathers about another
wreck in Porto Longo, that of a ship called the
Congo. We found what might be the wreck, but did
not use the airlift to make certain.

Porto Longo is, in fact, a graveyard of ships. By
zantine pottery found on the rocky shores of the har
bor indicates that older wrecks may lie there as well.
In the days of sailing ships the harbor was used as a
convenient anchorage by ships waiting for a fair wind
in order to round Capes Matapan and Malea into the
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Shipwrecks continued
Aegean. A similar harbor in nearby Skiza Island was
used for the same purpose, and its local name—
Caravo Stasis, "Ship Stop"—is indicative of its tradi
tional use.

As a control we cleared a section through the
Heraclea and found this 1940 wreck not so well pre
served as that of the older Austrian brig. Thus we
can expect to find much older wrecks just as well pre
served. The best preserved wrecks will almost invar
iably be invisible to underwater swimmers and must
therefore be found by other means. The most likely
device for this work is a sonar instrument recently
developed by Dr. Harold Edgerton of the Massachu
setts Institute of Technology. This sends sound waves
through the mud which reflect off objects sunk in the
mud and are then registered on a graph. It is our in
tention, using the sections done in Porto Longo as
controls, to see what kind of indication we can get
from the unexcavated parts of the Heraclea and the
Austrian brig. Once we have learned to interpret this
kind of sonar data it will be possible to go on to far
more interesting areas where conditions are like those
of Porto Longo, such as the sites of the battles of
Actium and Lepanto. Devices like Dr. Edgerton's will
shortly make possible the discovery of the hundreds
of wrecks which liepreserved in muddy harbors.

An encouraging point about the wrecks in Porto
Longo is that they are well preserved even though
they lie in shallow water. At depths not over sixty
feet divers can safely spend up to two and a half
hours a day under water with little decompression
time, a great improvement on the hour and ten min
utes each of us was able to spend on the bottom daily
at the nearly 90-foot depth off Cape Gelidonya.

What of deeper wrecks ? The deeper a wreck lies,

All that remains of a Late Roman ship at Baha Ada, near
Bodrum. Turkey. Thousands of fragments of broken am-
phoras fill every cranny in the rocky bottom.
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the better it is likely to be preserved. Water tempera
ture and oxygen content have a great deal to do with
the biological and chemical processes which destroy a
sunken ship, and we already have a good deal of evi
dence showing that deep wrecks are better preserved
even though they may lie on a hard bottom. We shall
soon begin to experiment with a small submarine
fitted with mechanical arms which can lift sample
material, and with stereoscopic cameras which can
map wrecks that lie deeper than the 150-foot safe
working limit for divers. New mixtures of gases
which both reduce the danger of bends and extend
divers" working depths and times are now being used
by navies and in commercial salvage, and before long
we shall be using these for underwater archaeology.

The mostdifficult problem faced both by archaeolo
gists and scholars in relevant disciplines and by the
technicians necessary to this kind of work is the inter
disciplinary nature of underwater archaeology. Con
flicts necessarily arise. A land archaeologist cannot be
expected to have the specialized knowledge and skills
needed for the intelligent excavation of a ship, nor
can the engineer or technician carry out a successful
underwater excavation without the supervision or ac
tive cooperation of an archaeologist. The connecting
links between the two in this challenging new dis
cipline of marine archaeology are the ships them
selves, the techniques and the principles involved in
gathering the information they contain. We have al
ways worked with the idea that underwater archaeol
ogy must be land archaeology carried out under water,
and although land methods do not necessarily work
under water, land principles do. However exotic and
complicated some of our gadgets may seem to the land
archaeologist, they are only adaptations of his famil
iar tools.

The wrecks are there. They can be located, they can
be excavated, and they will certainly produce a mass
of information. There are no insoluble technical bar
riers to archaeology under water or to its development
as a specialized cousin of land archaeology.

PETER THROCKMORTON is a Research Associate of the
University Museum, University of Pennsylvania, and was
technical advisor to the Museum's expedition to Cape
Gelidonya in I960. His book. Lost Ships (Atlantic
Monthly Press), was published earlier this year.

The work at Porto Longo was sponsored by the Univer
sity Museum, the Littauer Foundation and individual con
tributors. Admiral Th. Voutsaras of the Hellenic Federation
of Underwater Activities furnished invaluable advice and
help; the first two weeks spent at Methone in 1963 were
under the sponsorship of the Federation. Mr. Nikolaos
Fotiou Vassopoulos called attention to the references in the
Pylos public records and gave permission to use previously
unpublished material. Mr. Takis Demodos and Dr. Costas
Kalatzis of Methone provided invaluable help.
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jade
Its Character

and Occurrence

ELISABETH H. WEST

"'""uette of act
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Jade, considered as the material used for pre
historic tools and objects of art, has numerous
aspects of interest. The special properties of neph
rite and jadeite responsible for their charac
teristic appearance and hardness can be used to
distinguish between them, and to differentiate
them from other minerals. The occurrences of
jade in relatively few localities throughout the
world, and the connection between these localities
and the areas where jade has been worked, raise
interesting questions. Finally, investigation of the
history of the working of jade produces evidence
of a great deal of skill involved, even at very
early periods.

The names of the jade minerals have a complex
history. There was no reference to jade in the
mineralogicalor pharmacological literature of the
West before the discovery of America. Then the
Spaniards found a green stone, called chalchiutl
by the Aztecs, being used for decorative carving
among the natives of Mesoamerica. They at
tributed curative properties, especially for the
kidneys, to this stone, and named it piedra de
yjada, stone of the loins. From the French pierre
I'ejade came le jade, and thence the name jade.
By the middle of the seventeenth century, when
Oriental stone carvings began to reach Europe,
the name jade was transferred to them, since
Mesoamerican jade was by then extremely rare
and nearly forgotten. The mineral name nephrite
was first applied at the end of the eighteenth cen
tury, deriving from the Latin lapis nephriticus,
another version of the original Spanish name.
Finally, between 1846 and 1881 the French min
eralogist Damour established that there are
two distinct types of jade mineralogically, that
from Turkestan for which he retained the name
nephrite, and that from Central America and
Burma, for which he coined the name jadeite.
The Chinese used the word yii to describe jade in
the very general sense, meaning hard stone carv
ings of any kind of stone, as well as nephrite and
jadeite. The name fei-ts'ui, the Chinese word for
kingfisher, was originally applied to fine green
nephrite from Turkestan, and then revived in the
nineteenth century to describe emerald green
Burma jadeite.

The single property of jade which is common
to both nephrite and jadeite, and perhaps the most
well known, is its hardness. Jade provided almost
indestructible tools for prehistoric peoples and a
challenge to later lapidaries who worked it into
decorative objects of various kinds, chiefly in
China and Mesoamerica. However, jadeite and
nephrite have little else in common. Even the
green color generally thought to be so character
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istic of jade has a different quality in each min
eral, due to basic ^differences in structure and
composition, and much jade of both kinds is not
green.

The mineral nephrite is a calcium magnesium
silicate and is a member of the amphibole group
of minerals. It is a compact variety of the mineral
series tremolite-actinolite, which is a species of
this group. Pure tremolite, a calcium magnesium
silicate, is white; actinolite, a calcium magnesium
iron silicate, is green due to the presence of iron.
In tremolite-actinolite the fibrous crystals are
separate, while in nephrite they are tightly felted
or matted together and the compact, tufted struc
ture which results accounts for its extreme tough
ness. The hardness of nephrite is 6.5 on the
Mobs hardness scale, on which talc is the softest
at 1 and diamond the hardest at 10. The specific
gravity of nephrite is 2.90—3.01. This represents
the ratio of its density to that of water; thus
nephrite is about three times heavier than water.
The variety of colors ranges from white through
yellow, green, brown and gray of many shades,
to black. Rarely it is blue. Most of the colors are
due to various iron compounds, although white
nephrite with high iron content has occasionally
been found, so that the means by which it is
colored is not yet completely explained.

The mineral jadeite is a member of the py
roxene group of minerals, and is essentially a
silicate of aluminum and sodium. The individual
crystals of jadeite are interwoven in a complex
way, and generally have a granular appearance
but they are not fibrous and matted together as in
nephrite, so that jadeite is not nearly so tough as
nephrite; it is somewhat harder, having a hardness
of 7 on the Mobs scale. It is denser than nephrite,
with a specific gravity of 3.30—3.36, and this
difference in the specific gravities of the two min
erals has been used to differentiate them. The
typical bright emerald green of jadeite is due to
the presence of chromium; the cause of the mauve
and bluish-gray colors sometimes found is not
certainly known. There are two additional va
rieties of jadeite. Diopside-jadeite is a species
intermediate between jadeite and diopside, a cal
cium magnesium silicate; it is found almost ex
clusively in Mesoamerica. The other variety is
chloromelanite, a species intermediate between
jadeite and acmite, another sodium aluminum
silicate, or between jadeite, acmite, and diopside.
Chloromelanite is typically very dark green or
black, owing to its high iron content.

The identification of objects of jade is possible
in various ways. Much information can be ob
tained if the hardness of the stone in question is
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known. An ordinary penknife will not scratch
jadeite or nephrite, and this is usually a fairly
good confirmation of jade if the limitations of
the test are realized. It does not distinguish be
tween nephrite and jadeite, and it should be
borne in mind that minerals do exist which are
as hard as jade and might be mistaken for it; for
example there is an unusually hard, pale green
variety of serpentine called bowenite which has a
hardness of 6 and an appearance very like jade.
Surface alteration, of Chinese tomb jades in par
ticular, can cause the surface of the jade to be
soft, so that the area for testing must be chosen
carefully. Specific gravity determinations have
been used as a means of identification of jade but
when the surface is altered, or when there are
cracks or holes, however minute, in the object,
the results cannot be depended upon. Chemical
analysis can give useful information, but requires
a gram or so of material which is usually more
than can be easily obtained. For complete min-
eralogical research where the exact chemical
composition is desired, and sufficient sample is
easily available, it is of course indispensible.

A limited amount of spectrographic analysis
of ancient jade has been done; this requires only
ten to twenty milligrams of material, which is not
difficult to obtain in most cases, and this method
might merit more extensive use. Optical methods
give the most rapid and definite results. The
determination of the mean refractive index, by
observing a few grains of the mineral immersed
in a drop of appropriate liquid on a microscope
slide under a petrographic microscope, can be
done rapidly, and can be used to differentiate
between the different varieties of jadeite, between
jadeite and nephrite, and between jade and many
ofthe jade-like minerals. Perhaps the most defini
tive optical method is the x-ray diffraction powder
method; this is particularly applicable to valuable
objects because only a few milligrams of powder
scraped from the object are required. A narrow
beam of x-rays is allowed to pass through the
powdered mineral which diffracts them into a
pattern of lines. This is recorded on photographic
film which can then be compared with films hav
ing patterns ofknown nephrite or jadeite, or any
other mineral. Identification of the unknown de
pends on the fact that each crystalline material
yields a characteristic pattern.

Jade which has suffered some surface alteration
has already been mentioned. It is characteristic
only, to my knowledge, ofChinese tomb jade and
has resulted from changes which have taken place
during burial. Numerous references have been
made in books and exhibition catalogues to 'jade
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patina' and 'calcified' or 'calcined' jade. The
opaque or cloudy areas referred to usually retain
the shape and design of the object although when
decomposition has progressed further some of the
surface may be lost. Evidently water leaches
chemicals from the soil and the resulting solu
tions attack the surface of the jade. Decomposi
tion products of bodies in the tombs would un
doubtedly accelerate this attack. It has been
noted that this surface alteration, as determined
by x-ray diffraction, is not a different mineral but
merely a softened form of nephrite. This observa
tion has been confirmed by the x-ray diffraction
examination of several tomb jades in the Freer
Gallery of Art which show this altered surface.

The jade with a curious ivory-like appearance
which the Chinese call 'chicken-bone' jade may
be a manifestation of this phenomenon. This is
also sometimes said to be 'burnt jade.' Burnt jade
also has an opaque chalky appearance, usually
with minute cracks all over the surface. It is

known that nephrite when heated to about 1000°
C in a dry atmosphere breaks down into diop-
side, eustatite (a magnesium silicate) and some
quartz. In an experiment in the Freer Gallery
Laboratory, samples of blue-green and white
nephrite were submitted to temperatures up to
1025°C. and both altered to an opaque chalky
beige color with no change in the shape of the
piece or the decoration of the surface. The chief
mineral which resulted was diopside, and several
nephrite jades in the Freer which appear to have
been burnt also give a diopside x-ray diffraction
pattern. Jadeite when heated in a similar manner
behaves quite differently; it fuses to a glassy ma
terial, the surface smooths out, and if the object
is small enough it bends out of shape. Jadeite
beads from Mesoamerica have been described
which not only are warped out of shape, evi
dently due to heat, but are dull and crumbly on
the surface, perhaps due to exceedingly high
temperatures.

Although China has been a center of jade
carving for centuries, no jade occurs in China
proper. The old idea that the jade first used by
the Chinese came from somewhere in China, and
that when this ran out it began to be imported
from Turkestan, has been shown to be untrue by
S. Howard Hansford in his study of Chinese jade
carving. For at least two thousand years the
nephrite carved in China was imported from east
ern Turkestan, the Chinese province of Sinkiang.
Nephrite is found in the river valleys on the south
side of the K'un-lun mountain range, which runs
between Tibet and Turkestan.Two of these rivers,
the Karakash (black stone) and Yurungkash
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(white stone) join a short distance north of the
city of Khotan. The earliest mention of the jade
trade into Khotan was by Marco Polo in 1272,
and a Manchu author writing in 1777 mentions
the jade mines in these valleys. The jade work
ings along the Karakash were described in detail
by H. Cayley, an English traveller, who saw
them in 1870, and by Ferdinand Stoliczka, a
naturalist attached to the Geological Survey of
India, who was there three years later. Pits and
holes had been dug in the slope and fragments of
jade were heaped outside the entrances. The color
of the nephrite is described as white, various
shades of green of which the pale green was the
most common, and occasionally nearly black.
Fires were builtnext to the jade to crack it, after
which it could be more easily broken away. In
addition to thatobtained from the mines, jadewas
also found in the form of pebbles and boulders,
often with a brown weathered rind, either in the
rivers themselves which had brought them down
from the deposits higher in the mountains, or
in the dried-up river beds and alluvial deposits
along the rivers. Other nephrite deposits are
known in the area farther to the west around
Kashgar and Yarkand, notably around the Belur-
tag or 'Jade Mountain' about eighty miles from
Yarkand.

Another source of nephrite in Central Asia is
in Siberia. This was never used by the ancient
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Chinese, although in this century Siberian neph
rite reaches the Chinese market. Water-worn

boulders, some weighing up to two tons, had
been observed in the rivers south of Lake Baikal

early in the nineteenth century, and in 1850 a
French engineer found nephrite in this area in
situ along the Onot River in the Botogol moun
tains south of Irkutsk. Typical Siberian nephrite
is deep green with black inclusions which were
assumed to be graphite, because graphite deposits
were found in the area, but F. W. Clarke and G.
P. Merrill in an article in the Proceedings of the
U. S. National Museum identified them as limo-
nite or chromite. A recent x-ray diffraction test
of the inclusions in a specimen of Siberian neph
rite in the Freer Gallery Laboratory shows them
to be a mineral of the chromite series. The Chi
nese gave this nephrite the very descriptive name
of spinach jade. Other nephrite from this area is
white, or green with cloudy white markings. Jade
was used in the general area for prehistoric tools,
and in the nineteenth century the Russians used
it as slabs on the sides of caskets. The artificial
flowers made of various minerals by Carl Peter
Faberge often have leaves of what appears to be
Siberian jade.

A source of jade used only in relatively recent
times by the Chinese is the jadeite occurrence in
the Kachin hills in northern Burma. This was first
discovered in the thirteenth century, but regular



trade between China and Burma did not begin
until the late eighteenth century, at which time
the city of Mogaung became its center. Reports
on the mode of occurrence of Burma iadeite ap-
peared in the Records of the Geological Survey
of India from the 1880's on. The best jadeite vein
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was used from 1500 B.C. to the time of the
Spanish conquest, after which all knowledge of
it disappeared. For many years no occurrence
of jade in situ was known in Central America,
but in 1955 jadeite was reported by William F.
Foshag and Robert Leslie from Manzanal,
Guatemala. Tbis jade is light green and resem
bles the pale greenish jadeite used for Maya
carved faces and Aztec ear plugs. The other two
common colors of jadeite found among objects
of Central America are an apple or emeral
green, the Aztec chalchiutl, and a pale pearl gray
used mostly for Olmec objects. The finding of
jade in situ in Mesoamerica settled the question
of American jade possibly having been importe
from Asia, as had at one time been suggeste .
Even before this discovery it was known that t e
jadeite of Central America was usually a "^toP
side-jadeite, while the material from Burma wa
the single mineral jadeite.

In South America, nephrite is known to
at a single locality in Brazil, at Babytinga, n®
Amargoza. Rough nephrite is found elsew
in Brazil, and nephrite celts are k^^own am
the aborigines of the Amazon River. A t °
jade objects are reported elsewhere in
America there are no other confirmco oc
rences of the jade minerals. -jg

The Eskimo of Alaska used jade i'"?.on
and native reports of the occurrence of ju
a mountain in the area of the Kobuk
confirmed by the discovery, in 1883, of w
later called 'Jade Mountain' where
curs in situ. Boulders which are foun ' ^j^jy
stream beds below the mountain were pr .
the source of the material for the
kan jade is of various shades of greeii y jj
olive, grayish, and blackish—and bou c
show a brown weathered surface. ^jgo

The Haida Indians of British Colum''' gi
used jade tools; these have been found m
localities, including Queen Charlotte
Nephrite boulders are known in ® • ^j^g
reaches of the Eraser River and elsewher
urea, but no jade has been located in situ
Jade from British Columbia sometimes
Mes Alaskan jade, in varying shades o ^ jg.
and can also be gray-white with light gre j-ysh
It is interesting to note that during the g
m the late nineteenth century tons o J . UQj-ers
shipped from there to China by Chinese la
hired for the gold workings. j from

Although no artifacts have been repor
the western United States, occurrences ^
nephrite and jadeite are known there. . jgg ar"i
erals occur in California. Nephrite P^^^ntemy
boulders are found on the coast near

flOX

and elsewhere, and a locality in northern Cali
fornia supplies green, white, brown, and almost
black nephrite. Jadeite outcrops in San Benito
County, first discovered in 1936 and reported by
the California Division of Mines in 1950 were
the first reported occurrence of jadeite in the
Western Hemisphere. Nephrite is also found in
Wyoming where it was first discovered in the
early 1930's in the area of Lander in Fremont
County, both in situ and as boulders. Wyoming
jade is green, black, greenish brown, and pale
gray. A large boulder weighing 2,495 pounds is
now in the Chicago Natural History Museum.

The earliest known use of jade was by the
Neolithic Lake Dwellers in Europe. Jadeite,
nephrite, and chloromelanite have all been re
ported as being used for their implements. The
earliest report of jade in situ in Europe was of
nephrite boulders in glacial deposits in Silesia,
and there are now known occurrences of all three
minerals in Italy, Germany, and Switzerland, as
well as in Poland. Until the discovery of naturally
occurring jadein Europe it was thought by some
that it had been brought from Asia.

Isolated examples of both nephrite and jadeite
have been reported from the ancient Near East,
including Babylonian cylinder seals, but no oc
currences of the minerals in the area are known,
and the fact that the articles are of jade has not
been confirmed. Some jade tools have been re
ported from ancient Egypt, but these also are
unconfirmed. Recently, Sir Charles Hardinge has
reported an occurrence of nephrite in Southern
Rhodesia, the first on the African continent.

Because of the hardness of jade, the working
of it into tools and ornamental objects required
specialized techniques, especially in early cul
tures when extremely hard abrasives and power
driven tools were not available. In some cases
it is possible to obtain information about early
jade working from analogies with methods used
in the same area today, as in China. Sometimes
the only information comes from the remains of
tools and pieces of partly worked material such
as those found in Guatemala.

The most complete discussion of the material
and methods of modem and ancient Chinese jade
carving is provided by Hansford in his book,
Chinese Jade Carving. In the workshops of
Peking in the 1930's, jade was worked on foot-
driven treadle lathes which could hold various
tools of steel and wrought iron. Large pieces
were sawn first with a wire saw, abrasive being
continually added as the sawing proceeded.
The abrasives in use at that time were quartz
sand (hardness 7), crushed gamet (7.5), corun
dum or emery (9), carborundum (9.5), and
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(From top) White fade pendant representing
the Man in the Moon; Shang Dynasty;
length 2% inches; in the collection
of Dr. Arthur M. Sackler. Bird of
partly calcified, light greenish jade;
Chou Dynasty; length IV2 inches;
in the Smith College Museum of Art.
Fantastic animal of partly calcified
light green jade; length 2V2 inches;
in the collection of Mr. John M. Crawford, Jr.
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The jade working techniques of Mesoamerica
must be inferred from evidence found at archae

ological sites and have been well summarized by
Foshag in his monograph, Mineralogical Studies
on Guatemalan Jade. A jade worker's tomb found
at Kaminaljuyu in Guatemala has provided evi
dence of this nature. The raw material was first

broken and trimmed if necessary to provide a
piece of jade of the size needed. Sawingwas prob
ably done with a metal tool, such as copper, and
an abrasive, but hardwood or bamboo saws could
also have been used. The selected piece of jade
was then shaped with a trimmed hard stone;
there is evidence that pecking with a blunt stone
tool by percussion was also used. The piece
could also be rubbed down into shape on a hard
stone; this grinding was used to provide slight
modifications in shape and not for major changes.
Flat stones with wide grooves on which this
rubbing was done have been found. A narrow
file-like tool was used as a rasp. Drilling was
carried out with both solid drills, possibly jade-
tipped rods, and tubular drills of reed, bamboo,
or bird bone. Polishing was done against a hard
tool, probably jade, in which case no abrasive
was used, or against hardwood or the outer sur
face of bamboo, with an abrasive. The abrasives
used by the Aztecs were possibly garnet sand,
specular hematite, quartz or any hard stone
sand, and crushed jade. The use of the latter is
not known elsewhere, and it was found in the
jade worker's tomb mentioned above.

Methods of jade working used by the natives
of Alaska and British Columbia can also be par
tially reconstructed from evidence of tools and
partly worked material found onsites as reported
by G. T. Emmons. In British Columbia, saws of
sharp siliceous sandstone have been found, up to
one foot in length, three to four inches wide, and
a quarter to a half inch thick. There is evidence
that boulders were sawn in parallel grooves two
to three inches deep and a wedge was put in one
groove and struck sharply, causing the piece to
break. Flat thin boulders had a deep groove
sawn on each face, and were then broken simi
larly with a wedge. Grindstones of sharp sand
stone were used with water to give the final
polishing. Similar methods were probably used
in Alaska. Sawing was also possible with thin
bone saws, with water and sand as abrasive.
Pieces were ground into shape with other stones,
and slabs could be smoothed by rubbing on a
flat stone covered with sand. Drilling was pos
sibly carried out with flint, or with a stick with
water and sand.

F. R. Chapman in 1892 in the Transactions of
the New Zealand Institute gives a description of
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jade working by the Maori. Pieces of fine sand
stone were shaped to give a cutting edge and
fastened into frames to provide a kind of saw;
wood with wetted sand was also used for sawing.
A piece was worked from both sides and then
broken with a blow before the cuts met. Holes
were drilled with a flint at the end of a split stick
used as a bow-drill. Polishing was done with
rubbers of fine sandstone or micaceous slate.

In Idzumo Province in Japan we find evidence
on the working of beads, some of them of jadeite,
both in prehistoric times and at the present day.
On one site, unfinished and broken beads, waste
material, and grinding and polishing stones were
found. The grindstones were of granite, with
parallel grooves and large circular depressions,
and the flat polishing stones were of various
kinds of schist. In modern bead workshops in
the same province a toothless iron saw with
abrasive was used to cut the raw material, which
was also chipped with an iron bar. Drilling was
done with a steel awl, rotated while being struck
with a hammer. Rough polishing was done on
an iron board with carborundum, and a slate
grindstone was used for finishing; parallel grooves
were made by repeated grinding. It is not known
if the ancient workers used the awl for drilling;
there is some evidence they used a bow-drill.

From this brief summary of jade working
techniques in various parts of the world it can
be seen that there are several basic factors on
which the development of the craft beyond that
of simple tool making depends. One factor is
the abrasives available. It is of interest to note
that the most sophisticated carving developed in
China and in Mesoamerica where abrasives
harder than quartz were used, corundum in
China, and crushed jade in Mesoamerica. An
other factor is the use of metal tools, although
the copper saws which were suggested as a pos
sibility in Guatemala would have had to depend
for their effectiveness on any abrasive used with
them, as copper is extremely soft. In China, iron
tools came into use at a date as yet undetermined;
it would seem that most of the early jade carving
was done without this aid. The third significant
factor is the use of lathe-type rotary tools. The
forerunner of these might have been the bow-drill
which is known to have been used in New
Zealand. Hand drills of some description were
used in Mesoamerica, but no suggestion has been
made of the use of lathe-type rotary drills there;
in China they may possibly have been in use
since the third century B.C.

As a material of art and archaeology jade is a
unique material, of whose use, occurrence and
history there is still much to be learned. a*
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During the 1962 season at Tikal, field work in
cluded investigation of the West Plaza, a large
ceremonial group immediately west of the Main
Plaza and North Acropolis, the ceremonial center
of the site. Excavation of Structure 5D-11, a
roughly square truncated pyramid on the west
side of the Plaza, revealed a tomb buried on the
axis of the structure. Tombs so situated are a
common feature at Tikal. This one, dated by its
ceramic contents to Late Classic times and pos
sibly no earlier than about A.D. 750, was note
worthy because it contained a pendant which is
one of the finest jade carvings yet discovered in
the Maya lowlands.

The Maya interest in jade was expressed in the
grave goods by ear plugs, button-like flares en
circling the head, wrist bands of beads, and the

pendant which lay on the breast of the deceased
where the pale green of the stone was dramat
ically contrasted by clinging red cinnabar, which
had perhaps been sprinkled over the body during
interment ceremonies.

On the face of the pendant is carved the sensi
tive, realistic portrait of a man adorned with large
ear plugs, a necklace of heavy beads, and an
elaborate headdress. The crossed eyes of the
grotesque mask-headdress help identify it as the
sun god "Kinich Ahau." A biconically drilled
transverse perforation at the level of the crossed
eyes provided a means of suspension. That the
piece may have been an heirloom at the time of
placement in thegrave is suggested by stUl visible
traces of an effaced vertical inscription of four
glyphs on the smooth reverse side. Of all the jade
pendants yet recovered at Tikal, this is the only
one executed in the style attributed to the Late
Classic period. 2^
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A JADE
PENDANT
PROM TIKAL

By PETER HARRISON

*•

The jade pendant, 3V2 inches
high, immediately after
its removal from its position
among the upper chest bones
of the skeleton. The suspension
hole in the object, together
with its discovered position,
argues that it was used as a pendant.

The author recording the
position of the large pottery

plates just north of the
head of the skeleton

within the tomb.
Tombs of this date,
unlike earlier ones,

are large enough to allow
one to record the many

details in reasonable comfort.
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By ROBERT H. DYSON, JR-

walls, the payement of the processional road
way, and the western wall, which supplie
us with the necessary orientation for further
excavations.

While such comments indicate the procedure
which led to the excavation of the areas in
the glazed bricks were found, they give no m
of the complex task ofexcavating them. A g nn
at ourillustration will show that thepanel is ,
of innumerable small pieces of glazed mo
brick reassembled to form the whole.
bling the pieces was an arduous task under a
after excavation.

Some years before, in 1884, similar walls
unearthed by the early French excavators o
M. Dieulafoy and his wife Jane. In her

Susa, the Ancient Capital of the E-in . ^
Persia (translated by Frank L. White and
hshed in Philadelphia in 1890 by Debbie F
formidable woman (who on the opening .
excavations seized the pick herself and w
until exhausted!) describes the tedious N^^yery
carried out in the blazing sun and dust.
block, broken sometimes into seven or eig
ments, is extracted with the point ofa km c,
on a paper ruled in squares, deposited ''V ^j^er
ket on the bottom of which is drawn a
showing its order, and takes its way to
where "on rainy days" it was cleane ^ pjply
restored panels now stand in the Louvre. . jn
the number of panels by the number o gf
each panel (perhaps ninety) by the f'"
fragments of each brick (perhaps twen y
and you can imagine the detailed recor
patience required for the work. Two frag pg
bricks of the same period found at r
seen in our own Mesopotamian gallery- ^^j^gd

The work of restoring these panels is ^jggjng
only by the effort of the potter in P ^^g-
them in the first place. It has c scale
gested that the lion figure was mode e Qj-afy
either on a single clay panel or on a te

iTlOh'
EXFEP

wall with a plaster facing. In either instance, the
relief had then to be cut apart into individual
bricks, so that a separate mold could be made
from each. The faces for the lions on the wall
along Kasr Street in Babylon were made from a
single mold, as shown by the fact that they are
all the same regardless of which way the lion
faces. The molds themselves had to be fired. The
bricks were then cast from them and burned in a
kiln. The burned bricks were laid out in order
and each one marked at the top with an appro
priate symbol to key it into the group. The con
tours of the animal were next drawn on in black
and the areas so defined filled with liquid glaze
ofappropriate color. In the case ofthe lion shown
here, which is four feet high and six feet wide, the
mane is yellow, the body white, and the back
ground blue-green. The fangs, claws, and tuft at
the end of the tail are highlighted by touches of
yellow. It comes from the throne room ofNebuch
adnezzar and is one of a dado of snarling lions
around the base of a larger wall decorated with
glazed columns, lotus buds, and palmettes. Out
side, along the street and on the famous Ishtar
Gate, such lions were joined by dragons and
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bulls, the animal attributes of the gods Marduk
and Adad. The lion itself was usually associated
with the goddess Ishtar.

Wall panels of colored glazed brick were the
decorative technique par excellence of the Neo-
Babylonians, and the method was used for sev
eral centuries by the Persian overlords of Susa.
At that site, which like Babylon did not have
ready access to slabs of stone for wall reliefs,
color was abundant and the repertoire was in
creased through the addition of archers, winged
griffins, and winged human-headed lions. Some
what earlier, the technique was used in Khorsabad
at the Palace of Sargon and the Temple of Sin.
Here a panel showed a procession of the king, a
lion-eagle, a bull, a fig tree, a plough, and a
minister of state. Other glazed panels are known
from Assur. It seems quite likely that their origin
found itself in the painted stone reliefs of such
famous cities as Nimrud and Nineveh (repre
sented in our Museum by the Assumasirpal relief
in the Mesopotamian gallery). Ultimately the
wall leads us back to the glazed wall tiles of older
Assyrian times and to the early use of glaze on
the cylinder seals of the early fourth millennium.
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Underwater

Surveys in

Greece: 1962
By PETER THROCKMORTON
and JOHN M. BULLITT

During the winter of 1961-62, Admiral Th.
Voutsaras, President of the Federation Hellenique

des Activites Subaquatiques, received reports
of a group of ancient columns lying on the sea
bed off Cape Spitha, the northernmost point of
Sapienza Island, about a mile from the small port
of Methone on the southwestern Peloponnesus.
Amphoras and amphora sherds were also re
ported to have been found by several net fisher
men in the area.

The windswept corner of Greece is situated on
what has long been a major shipping route. For
centuries, passing mariners have tried to escape
the fierce and sudden storms of the Ionian Sea
by rounding the "corner" and sailing through the
channel between Sapienza Island and the main
land into the sanctuary of the harbor; the small,
blinking light now on Cape Spitha warns modern
ships of the dangers which accompanied this ma
neuver. And Methone was more than an occa
sional refuge; its strategic location was prized by
contending nations. First settled in Mycenaean
times, its long and violent history included a suc
cession of sieges, bombardments, and occupa
tions. During the Middle Ages, its period of
greatest prominence, Methone became an impor
tant port of call for the Venetian navy.

Today, Methone's historic remains have almost
completely disappeared except for the layers of
architectural elements built into the walls of the
great Byzantine-Venetian-Turkish castle which
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dominates the village. But one of the traces of
unidentified and forgotten buildings which sur
vives in the castle is the large fragment of an
Oriental pink granite column, 3.67 meters high,
standing in front of the keep; it is part of a monu
ment set up by a Venetian admiral, Franceseo
Bembo, in about 1494. The column may well
have come from an early Christian basilica of
which no other trace remains above ground. The
reports reaching Athens last winter of a ship
wreck of columns and of numerous amphoras
plainly suggested that the waters of Methone still
hold historically important debris from many for
gotten catastrophes.

Admiral Voutsaras obtained the necessary per
missions for a survey team to investigate the
Methone region under the supervision of the Hel
lenic Federation. A small but diversified group of
specialists was assembled by one of us (Throck-
morton), who served as technical director of the
survey and its photographer. The six man team
consisted of four experienced divers (Nikos
Kartelias, a Greek ex-navy diver who represented
the Federation; Roger Wallihan, an American
who provided essential engineering skills; and the
authors); a trained draftsman (Pierre Goumain,
a French architectural student at the University
of Paris); and a skilled mechanic (Michaelis
Baltinos, a Greek citizen on leave from his job as
a commercial jet pilot in Brazil). The expedition
was financed through the University Museum by
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grants from the Littauer Foundation and from
individuals. During August and September, this
international and largely volunteer team (only
Mr. Kartelias received a salary) conducted the
first survey of an underwater archaeological site
ever made in Greece.

Upon arriving at Methone, we established our
headquarters in a lean-to beside the crumbling
and picturesque walls of the castle, and then
contacted local fishermen. Before the end of the
day we found ourselves swimming among heaps
of columns in thirty feet of water off Cape Spitha.
There was no question about their coming from a
shipwreck; they were scattered over a twenty by
thirty meter area which at its nearest point was
ten meters from the cape and more than forty
meters at the outside edge of the mass. We saw
no evidence of any building having been erected
on the rocky point nearby. In one place, the
column pieces lay close together and were ap
parently in about the same position as they had
been when stacked on the deck of the unfortu
nate ship that had carried them. Other pieces
had evidently been rolledby heavyseas until they
became wedged between outcroppings of rock.

We initially counted nineteen fragments and
one complete column, but in subsequent dives we
discovered eight more pieces hidden beneath a
heavy growth of seaweed and hardly distinguish
able from the neighboring rocks. We decided that
the only practicable way of recording and study
ing the site was by drawing a carefully measured
plan. The area was too large to be encompassed
by a single photograph, and, because of distortion
under water, a mosaic photograph would have
been inaccurate. There were pecularities in the
lengths and shapes of the columns which could
be understood only by studying a plan based on
precise measurements.

But to make a plan of so large an area amidst
limited visibility and heavy interference from
current and surge presented us with a novel and
challenging problem. Our time and funds were
limited; we were not equipped with surveying in
struments specially adapted to underwater work;
and we had no precedents to guide us. Because
of the area's extent we could not use a drafting
frame like the one built at Yassi Ada in Turkey
by George Bass.

We considered various possibilities. Finally,
our surveyor, Mr. Wallihan, a professional civil
engineer on leave from the U. S. Army Corps of
Engineers, decided that a tape survey of the kind
sometimes undertaken on land would be a prac
tical solution and would yield an accuracy com
parable to that of land surveys. We improvised
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thenecessary instruments from a carpenter's level
purchased at the village hardware store, a sheet
of plexiglass, half a dozen lead diving weights,
and a roll of plastic measuring tape. We cleaned
the sea growth from the top of each column and
fastened a numbered tag to it. Having selected
six control points from the surrounding rocks we
then triangulated each end of the columns from
these points and carefully measured the length
and diameter of each column. As a check upon
our accuracy, an overlay photograph consisting
of more than one hundred vertical photographs
was shot and assembled. We recorded over four
teen hundred measurements before we were satis
fied withthe accuracy ofour survey;Mr. Goumain
then completed the final drawing.

Before we finished the survey of the column
wreck we discovered six more scattered column
fragments some sixty meters to the south of the
main site. We found these to be of the same
diameter and of the same kind of granite as the
columns in the main group. Unquestionably, they
belonged to the same cargo, but the pieces are
small and so far removed from the central mass
that we did not include them on our plan.

When we compared the samples of granite we
had chipped off the broken edges of several of
the columns with the granite of the Bembo monu
ment we found them to be the same; the measure
ments were also similar. Geologists inform us that
granite of this kind does not exist naturally any
where in the Peloponnesus and that it probably
does not come from Greece at all but from near
Aswan, Egypt. If it is Greek granite, it can only
come from Xanthe or Cavalla in the north, or
from the island of Mykonos, a long way from
Methone.

Study of the plan indicates that the columns
are from a ruined building and are not part of a
shipment from a quarry to a building site. All df
the columns but one are broken. The unbroken
column, no. 9, is eight meters long and weighs
over fifteen metric tons. Column no. 1 and several
others have rounded ends as if they had been
used as bollards on a pier. All of the broken
columns have irregular breaks and were probably
broken when a building fell or was torn down. It
is tempting to suppose that they broke when they
rolled to the bottom as the ship disintegrated, but
a close examination of the measurements shows
this to have been impossible. The fragments can
not be fitted together.

For example, the fragments lying beside col
umn no. 9 seem to belong together. No. 17, with
its double astragal, is certainly the upper end of
a column like no. 9, and it seems at first glance
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rying a similar cargo of architectural elements
discovered and investigated by Piero Gargallo an
Gerhard Kapitan in Sicily. Acareful search witti
metal detectors in the wreck area might revea
additional material with which to date the wrecK
more exactly and perhaps solve the mystery ^
who was freighting a cargo of pink granite co
umns, where they came from, and what was t ei
destination.

The column wreck was only one of many '̂P
that ended their careers on the rocks of ^
Spitha. Our fishermen friends told us of o
locations along the east coast of Sapienza w
one might find the cargoes of ships whic
struck the Cape in a north wind, been damag >
and then foundered farther down the uoas •
mile south of the Cape, trawler captain .
Masarello had found many amphoras in ^j-g
after trawling over a muddy bottom, 30 m
deep and several hundred meters off sbor^-
report interested us because wrecks on a .
bottom at that depth are usually well P'̂ ^j^g^gt-
We dove at the place indicated and f®"" .gnes
tered jars and what seemed to be , jis-
which probably came from a ship that
appeared under the mud. The jars are -jjced
When we had raised two jars and be-
they were of the same date, we left the
cause we lacked the equipment neces
locating the wreck under its protecting great
of mud. A mediaeval wreck could be
interest since none has been recorded.

ExrEDiO""

METHONE WRECK 7

AUGUST 1962

WINTER, 1963

ENGINEERING BY R WALLHAN
SURVEY SYaBULLITTiN KARTELIAS
DRAWN BY P GOUMAIN

rir.ni control points

A SAND B^srofEsC"

meters

A search down the west coast of the island
brought to light dozens of amphora necks, the
earliest dating from the third century B.C., sev
eral of the Roman Period, and many of late
Roman or Byzantine times. A wreck which might
be worth investigating in the future is badly
broken up in shallow water and is probably Hel
lenistic or earlier. But our most interesting dis
coveryat Methone was made when diver Kartelias
went fishing one evening south of the column
wreck site and found a heap of granite garland
sarcophagi several hundred yards offshore.

There are four of them heaped in a gully in
the rocky bottom. One is badly broken, perhaps
by the shock as the ship struck, but all of its con
stituent pieces appear to be together. Their lids
lie under them in a heap except for one broken lid
half of which lies a few feet away from the main
mass. A small pile of waterwom stones from some
distant river bed fills the upper part of the gully.
These ballast stones, typical of shipwreck sites,
are good evidence that the sarcophagi are from a
wrecked ship of which the timbers have been

George Papathanasopoulos
and John Bullitt dive
to inspect the
sarcophagus wreck.
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Using sights mounted on
a weighted spirit level,

a member of the expedition
takes a bearing on a

surveying rod held by
another diver in the wreck

(outside the picture).

JohJlabove•>onn Bulhtt surface-, trrZ

^nich hangs over the

of the sarcophagi %

m

Air is bledfrom extra diving tanks into a plastic
balloon in order to raise the lid of a sarcophagus

. . . A few minutes later the balloon bursts.

eaten by seaworms and destroyed by wave action.
Mixed with the ballast stones are fragments of
broken pottery and the roof tiles which are almost
always associated with Roman Period shipwreck
sites. A Roman glass unguent jar which can be
assigned to the second or third century A.D .dates
the wreck.

The sarcophagi are evidently unfinished, as the
garlands are only roughed out. On each side,
between the two garland designs, an unmarked
space appears intended for an inscription, but
none is inseribed. It is known that sarcophagi
were often roughed out and shipped off to be
finished at their destination, but this is the first
find of the actual wreck of a ship carrying such
a cargo.

The sarcophagi were drawn in place following
the same procedures we had used on the column
wreck. When the drawing was finished we at
tempted to lift the half lid, which lay in the sand
at the deepest end of the wreck, in the hope of
finding more dating material or fragments of the
hull preserved in the sand underneath. We calcu
lated that the piece of granite weighed about one
ton, our largest lifting device, a plastic balloon
which could be inflated with air underwater from
a divers mouthpiece or an extra air bottle, was
designed to lift only five hundred pounds. But
when we had attached this deflated balloon to the
lid and began to fill it with air the lid slowly and
ponderously rose with one end resting on the
bottom. In the hope of adding the few additional

WINTER, 1963

pounds of lift that were needed in order to move
the lid quite out of the way we squirted into the
balloon a little extra air. The strain was too great
for the "shroud lines" of the balloon; they broke
all at once with an earsplitting shock. The balloon
soared to the surface and its airy contents swiftly
expanded into an awesome, mushroom shaped
cloud of silver bubbles. Fortunately, no one was
hurt either by the lid, which fell off to one side,
or by the balloon which might have carried an
unwary diver so rapidly to the surface as to rup
ture his lungs. Unfortunately, the sand on which
the lid had rested revealed no further materials.

In addition to making the two surveys and ex
amining the mediaeval and Hellenistic sites, the
expedition searched several other underwater
areas near Methone. Hundreds of amphoras and
other pottery of various dates, but mostly Roman
and Byzantine, were found in the harbor where
we also discovered traces of the Turkish ships
sunk by Admiral Miauris during the Greek revo
lution of 1825. In the channel between Megalo
Sakuli Island and the mainland, two miles north
of Methone, we found what appears to have been
a Roman fleet anchorage of the first and second
centuries B.C. Just before leaving Sapienza Island
for the last time, we found what could be material
from the H.M.S. Columbine, a 22-gun British
warship which went ashore on Sapienza in the
early nineteenth century.

All materials raised were drawn, photographed,
and then deposited in the museum at Pylos. 3^
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TIKAL
THE NORTH ACROPOLIS

AND AN EARLY TOMB

By WILLIAM R. COE
and JOHN J. McGINN

What is it that motivates anticipation of a rich
tomb as the trench is cut further and deeper back
in time? The excavator knows the lure and now
and then stops to ask himself the values to be
gotten from the elusive tomb, from the rotted
bones, the things worn by and later deposited
with someone of another people and world than
ours. On the heat struck North Acropolis of
Tikal, Guatemala, we and our associates des
perately wanted to find deep in our excavations
a tomb that would give us a glimpse of what, at
one point in time, was current, valued, and perti
nent to one individual who once commanded and
controlled the site which has so preoccupied us
since 1956. In Aprfi of 1962, fifty-five feet down
inour great trench through the temple-rich North
Acropolis, we found what we term Burial 85, a
rich interment and in fact the oldest of such
sumptuousness yet recorded in the Maya low
lands. Its discovery came late in the season (as
too often important things do).

To go back tothe beginning, the North Acrop
olis work in a sense was begun in 1958 (see
Shook, "The Temple of the Red Stela," Expedi
tion Vol. 1, No. 1), but it was not until 1960
that important excavation was started on the
Acropolis proper. This massive construction,
really a great platform supporting eight temples
and fronted directly by three more, was chosen
for major work because it gave most promise
of having been the end product, by around A.D.
600, of a long complex growth. By probing its
levels of growth, we might encounter the very
early beginnings of ceremonialism and architec
tural settings that emerged during Classic times

Deep excavation was begun in I960
on the North Acropolis in this trench
between two large Early Classic buildings.
Various Acropolis floors have
already been penetrated.
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A.D. 300 at TikaH Or ®"^denly around
earlier beginnings which could if have
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and ancillary trenches have so far revealed
twenty-three buildings underlying the final stage
of the Acropolis (that is, the latest floor and the
buildmgs directly associated with it). Thirteen
Acroplis floors have been penetrated to date. As
was expected, the Acropolis proved to be a highly
complex product of many centuries of steady
growth, of abandonment of an old floor and the
buildings on it, the laying of a new plaster floor
and the construction of new edifices and a great
stairway down to the North Terrace below, and
so on, until around A.D. 600, the Acropolis cul
minated in its final form. By the end ofthe 1962
season, it had become apparent that, in cutting
down through the massive superimposed con
structions, we were no longer encountering Clas
sic polychrome potsherds in the construction fills.
Nor were we still finding the cached offerings of
eccentric flints and other materials so frequent in
Classic contexts high up in the Acropolis. Never
theless, as we cut farther down, the elaborateness
and Classic appearance of the discovered struc
tures were no less apparent. Things werenot get
ting simpler, or cruder, or increasingly formative.
Peculiar patterns of plan, evident in the Classic
levels, were obviously present deep in theAcrop
olis. Similarly, the Classic trait of purposefully
(ceremonially?) razing and mutilating the old
structure before building the new over it was
found to go as far back in time as our excava
tions have carried us.

One of the two oldest structures yet found had
been exposed in a large test pit in 1960 by
Edwin M. Shook. Its great central stairway was
flanked by the mutilated remains of great masks.
Whether this building was vaulted or not (the
roof had been ripped off by the Maya prior to
abandoning the building forever) was and still is
a problem. The 1961 and 1962 seasons on the
Acropolis have been devoted to trenching on an
enormous scale to fill in the construction se
quence between this stratigraphically early build
ing (referred to as Str.SD-Sub.l) and th®
late Early Classic stage of the Acropolis. What
faces us in 1963 is the carrying of the trench and
the record of all that it intersects to hedrocK
Once there, will we find the beginnings of tn
Acropolis and perhaps of formal, elaborate cere
monialism itself at Tikal and conceivably m the
lowlands in general?

Work during these past two seasons has been
within what is usually referred to as the "late

re-Classic." Where we are in time is largely
etermined by the ceramics encountered. Late
re-Classic pottery is quite unlike the general run

ot Early Classic pottery. Late Pre-Classic pot-
is best known for its waxy or soapy feel, for

expedition

, " 1960, beneath the ninth floor back through time,
Strurt ''Vfl'̂ ined of the upper zone of an early building,ure 3D-Sub.l, appeared. Edwin M. Shook, standing

on a ladder, is clearing projecting wall masonry.

.f'

thatrh^platform on a pole-and-
thi ,^'^S in the foreground. Underneaths platform was another which overlay the

pit dug for the early burial.
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By 1962, a trench had been carried down through
all the buildings south of Structure SD-Sub.l,
seen in the background beneath protective sheets
of tin. Looking north.

I

The two platforms were largely removed,
exposing the rock filled pit of Burial 85.
The persons in the pit are standing at the
level of the burial chamber roof.
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Plan of Burial 85 at a
scale of 1:40, showing the
arrangement of the objects
and skeletal remains
within the vaulted chamber,

form need not have entered into the fill itself.
Bits of charcoal collected from this same fill
could of course be run in our Carbon-14 labora
tory for an absolute date. But what actually
would the result "absolutely date?" First of all, it
would provide an average date for cutting all the
trees that produced the wood that was burnt
and which somehow eventually entered the source
or sources of the fill brought to the Acropolis
and used in the particular platform. If our C-14
result was, say, 300 B.C., we could only con
clude that the building was constructed no earlier
than this and in fact at any time after it, but
always keeping in mind what structures, what
pottery, and what C-14 results were stratigraph-

the platform. And could we pre
clude the possibility that a C-14 date on fill
charcoal from a building above and thus later
than the platform would not be older than the
ypothetical 300 B.C. date from the platform?
Where we were in absolute time at major

evels in the excavation was becoming a very
worrisome problem. The discovery of certain
specific features however could solve the di-
emma. We might with luck locate a platform
wlmse pole-and-thatch building had been burnt
3nd the remains left at the time of its abandon
ment and the start of new construction. Radio
carbon analysis of the charcoal would give us a
good control on when the building was erected
or when its thatch roof was last renovated.

imilarly, the location of a pit cut into a floor
01 a building during its terminal days and con-

charred remains from ceremonial fires
cou give us a date that would be about con-

building activity that im-lately followed such ceremonies. One prob-
™^er would be to make sure that the

sooh a terminal ceremony or

tiirio riot a tropical hardwood with cen
sure (the core wood from a log of
than a very much earlier datethan the wood close to the bark). Better yet for
and ^°"(rl be a building that burned
If wp a mass of contemporary pottery.
PotTerv°vI!i T P°ttery "absolutely," the
verv 1 found elsewhere would have in a
its ma f ^ built-in radiocarbon date forIts manufacture and use.
. trt P^haps the most useful discovery would
temnr^^^ which a lot of truly or roughly con-
on pottery and other materials were seteath of the buried individual. We would
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have the grave traits to consider, along with pat
tern of layout of offering, as well as the method of
disposal of the body. If charcoal, by some man
ner provable as contemporary with the burial,
could be recovered from the grave, a lot more
than pottery could be firmly dated. The tomb
would either be found to have been cut into an
old floor or structure just prior to building a new
structure; or the tomb might have been cut into
the structure during its use, the floor then
patched, and the structure continued to be used.
In eithercase, the structure and its various floors,
and the structures elsewhere on the Acropolis on
these floors could each be given an excellent
fix" in time and within the ceramic continuum

of Tikal as a whole.
A few days before Easter, which incidentally

IS the local labor holiday, the first indications
of the stratigraphically deep tomb appeared. It
was late in the season. We were miserable in
the annoying steady drizzle of that particular
week. Our sections had been carried down to
the thirteenth oldest Acropolis floor, which sup
ported the early building found in the 1960 test
pit. We had reached for this season a logical
stopping point which happened to coincide strati
graphically with what the clue pointed to,
namely, the long awaited and, by that time, des
perately needed tomb. Still, the prospect of

aving to dig down to it ourselves (the two of
us and whoever of the Project staff were not to

epart for a brief Easter vacation) was some
thing to be considered.

By the time the holiday had begun, we had
utermined that the tomb had been cut through

tb^ Acropolis floor back through time, andat the tomb and the floor cut had been obscured
y a platform, nine feet square, which was

covered by a later platform, necessarily some
what larger but of essentially the same form.

c apparent tomb cut was actually larger than
.he earlier platform and, where it was exposed
'n front of the platform, the cut had been neatly
patched by a plaster surface. Both platforms
^ (^^un painted red. Each had carried a pole-an -thatch building. The burned remains of the

Jitter Were found buried in front of the platform
u ^ curiously sealed pit (this was an additional
a ing dividend). Moreover, these superimposed

ea^l were directly in front of the 1960
ofStr.SD-Sub.l, but on the latest
ins added about this important build-
of th"'̂ '"^ its use. The tomb (the apparent size
notj,-^ i'̂ the floor argued that it could be
relat''̂ ^i would therefore date from a timey late in the occupation of Str.SD-Sub.l.

^'^TER,

Ai- ^ • -A I

Jade mask, 5 inches high,
with shell inlay eyes and teeth.

The tomb should then fall in time between the
date of the construction of this important build
ing and its eventual razing and burial. South of
the two superimposed platforms was a long senes
of major building substructures that were built
during the same time span as Str.SD-Sub.l and
the small sequent red platforms directly fronting
it These building substructures were associated
with polychromed stucco mask-flanked staimays
that led down to the North Terrace and Great
Plaza below. . • j

The latest platform overlying the anticipated
tomb was planned, sectioned, and Photographed
The weather improved fortunately but the bodily
shock of wielding picks and shovels dissipated
less quickly. The excavation debris was piled
as close as feasible with the expectation that the
returning workmen on Monday would wheel it
all away (with some amusement, they did). Theearlier platform was soon fully exposed and it
mo was recorded in plan, then cut through to
expose its sectional construction, then demol-
Sed and dumped nearby. The rectangular cut
into the tenth Acropolis floor had finally been
exposed. Its long axis was north-south, meas-
S about eleven feet, and occurred, as previ
oSly noted, at the base of the stairway leading
UP into Str.SD-Sub.l. During the use of that
most important building, someone of conse
quence had died—presumably a ruling priest
and had been buried at the foot of what may
have long been his primary temple.
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Three large vessels standing at the
south end of the tomb, with the jade
mask lying on the tomb floor.

the fallen roof material, although here and there
along the bases of the chamber masonry walls
we could see fragments of red and black pottery
vessels. It was clearly time to stop and think.

The first move was to set up horizontal and
vertical controls necessary to plan and section the
chamber and its contents. Nails and lines were
strung at convenient points and their locations
accurately plotted on graph paper. Everything
that would be found could be plotted in relation
to these stable points, then removed, after being
idendfied on the plan. Becker nimbly fitted him
self into the chamber and went to work with a
finesse gained from considerable experience in
graves elsewhere at the site. We plotted and
photographed locations as he exposed them.
Working with brushes and penknife, Becker grad
ually worked his way north. First, the shell in
lays for the teeth and eyes of the mask were
located, then a few finger or toe bones, and
more and more dark red cinnabar-impregnated
fluff that appeared to be the remains of textile.
Further pottery came to light, all monochrome,
and some, like the large vessels in the south part
of the tomb, of a strong Pre-Classic cast. In the
centerof the chamber, the brown fluff was heavy
and was found to overlie and underlie human
ones and one vessel in which human pelvic frag

ments occurred. Anearby bowl contained a thin
ayer of painted stucco, suggesting that the pot-

to^T bowl had supported a stuccoed gourd.
mong the fluff was discovered a stingray spine,

then a tubular jade bead, and finally fragments

of a once large perforated Spondylus shell, the
interior of which had been scraped to reveal the
valued orange of the shell. More and more pot-
ory came to light. The textile remains were

traced farther and farther north. This fluff con
sistently overlay and underlay the human bones.

rm, hand, foot, pelvic, and vertebral bones were
Cleared and plotted. The lower leg bones were
ouiM just south of the pelvic fragments. ,

or the latter were vertebrae and the right and
f arm bones. Eventually there could be no

'̂̂ tirely missing were the femurs, or
ig bones, and the entire head including lower
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jaw and teeth. Perhaps for some odd reason they
had been removed during the funeral ceremony
and set aside among the vessels packing the
northwest portion of the chamber floor. Becker
turned his attention to them. These were largely
red dishes of fine, simple shapes. Some were
nested, one above the other. The missing parts
ofthe skeleton were momentarily forgotten as the
dishes were removed. Between some of them,
lining the dish bottoms, were many tiny charred
slivers of wood, more than enough for two good
C-14 samples, and thus hopefully a splendid
terriporal check on the tomb and everything to
which it could be proved to relate.

The head and thigh bones never did appear.
Tic tomb yielded twenty-six vessels, some of

'̂ ^gnificent size and proportion, as weU as a jade
mask of truly incomparable size and quality. To-
gemer with the stuccoed material, the stingray
®Pme, jade bead, and Spondylus shell, we addi-
lonally had an incomplete skeleton. It was also

clear that the tomb was in fact vaulted.
IS, it was realized, could well prove to be the

car lest, yet detected use of the vault.
y the end of the summer of 1962, there was

otoe to sit down and consider really what Burial

Th ^toounted to, both within itself and beyond.c carbonized wood slivers from the tomb ves-
cs had been identified as pine, a relatively
ort-lived tree, the cutting of which could not

of ^cry much earlier than the installation
th tomb. The burned pine was analyzed at
cjp^ mversity's C-14 laboratory. The originalthi '̂̂ toination allowed a third century B.C. date;
tio^ subsequently raised in time by recalcula-
hav' Kresult that Burial 85 appears to
tomh made about the time of Christ. Thep . pottery has been carefully studied by the
cati '̂̂ l^ ^^eramist. Dr. Patrick Culbert, who indi-
Late p lot to be clearly part of the local
studv ^®"T^tossic ceramic complex. In overall
Probahr^ contradiction of what seemed
male • namely, that the mature
his hJV ^"bundle burial" without
have b ^kigh bones. These parts could well^cn retained by the survivors as relics. It

is almost certain that this is a primary burial,
that is, that the individual was interred in the
flesh. Presumably the grisly chore of severing
the head and upper legs was conducted some
where else than in the grave itself. The dark fluff
so widespread over the tomb is the remains of
the wrappings. The trunk appears to have been
seated within a vessel and the whole wrapped,
with the lower legs placed vertically against the
stomach. This bundled, mutilated personage was
set in the chamber facing south, the same direc
tion as the small red-painted platform that was
built over the tomb cut. What then of the jade
maskv Various peculiarities of its position and
that of the shell dental inlays do suggest that it
could have been originally attached to the bundle
itself, possibly as a substitute for the individual's
head At some point in time, the bundle fell
backwards towards the north, spewing its con
tents over the tomb floor. The mask, if attached
to the bundle, must have broken off previously
for it lay south of the original sitting position of
the bundle. Its faU conceivably threw the bundle
off balance, causing the latter to fall to the north.

The date obtained from this tomb has been
substantiated by two others: one obtamed on
what are believed to be pole-and-thatch inatenal
from the latest of the two superimposed plat
forms over the burial; the other, a pit dug mo
fte room floor of Str.5D-Sub. 1, wood burned
within it, presumably just prior to the abandon
ment and burial of this whole important early
sCe of the Acropolis. However, the heavy
rubble and earth fill, at some points sixteen feet
thick which was placed over these structures to
ballast anew floor and anew Acropolis produced

agreat deal of charcoal, some of which was ana-
, ®r n the C-14 laboratory. The result was,

indv about three centuries earlier thanrS'Iiite and otos noted (which we trust
hp real) This terrific discrepancy (vanous"ther's h.'" appeared in .ke^pf ~

r.s-ugr»hrveTo'̂
S on C-H ;eah><a^ekt.ined aueh inhe.
irt2.«onrerrrL"st.rt.he,
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ss^r'Tu-ijs Sft'
Scucral picture
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of early "Classicism" is evidence of hieroglyphic
inscriptions and stelae and altars. We have a
few fragments of stone sculpture from early fills;
one surely is a substantial fragment of a full-
round carving of a squatting human or animal
figure. This is not to say that we can definitely
preclude stelae, altars, and inscriptions in this
part of the Maya world at a time earlier than that
characterized as "Early Classic." Occasionally
sherds will be found to be decorated with things
perhaps describable as "glyphoid." But some
thing much more substantial will be needed to
prove that the personage in Burial 85 once com
manded the carving or painting of a text, or the
erection of a plain or carved stela. One can only
say that it would be strange if he did not, consid
ering the context of ritual and aesthetic sophisti
cation in which he operated.

In 1963 we return to Tikal to continue the
Acropolis trench (among other things). The
work from 1958 to 1960 in the Great Plaza and

orth Terrace, fronting the Acropolis, showed
us bedrock at various points. If bedrock does not
rise or fall as it moves north beneath the Acrop-
o IS, we can say that some fourteen feet of still

uried construction awaits exposure in 1963. Tlie
urial 85 tomb was cut down into two earlier

structures or floors about which we now know
nothing. There is every reason to expect that the
extraordinary industry responsible for the six

un red years of construction, which we have
already cut through, will hold true throughout

e still unknown early portion of the Acropolis
sequence. How much time intervenes betxyeen
w ere we are now and the first human activity

iu the area of the Acropolis?
u e wall of prediction, we can only say possib y
a few hundred years.

Our first task is to expose a developing cere
monial complex" in all possible, fully controlled,
pnysically interrelated detail. Conceivably, the
owest level of the Acropolis will be found to ^

generalized architecturally as to make it diiu"
u t to speak of it as "ceremonial." But with time,
s structure and floors were piled on earlier ones,
clearcut pattern leading to "Classicism" may
seen to emerge. Possibly then we shall be ma

vi/b^^!u°" approach realistically the question o
f the lowland Maya made their oxv

u/b^lf. ^ path to unquestioned greatness o^ er they brilliantly traveled a deviously m
route with complex origins elsewhere m

tb space. To be able to document, as mPropolis, long incremental development is
one worthwhile. Yet, to be able to account for

pe T ''u ^°Bowing on the first goal, is, one s^0s, the prospect that keeps us going.

expedition

EXPEDITION NEWS
, major problems occupied the attention ofe Hasanlu staff during the past summer. These

were. (1) the clarification of the seventh-sixth
century materials of Period III (the "Triangle Ware
. I' (2) excavation of a new quarter of the

ii"!i Citadel; and (3) a probe into then erlying levels of the second millennium. The
results of all three investigations were satisfactory
and a preliminary appraisal suggests that the new
in ormation indicates that Hasanlu is a far more
important site than had been thought. This sug-
ges ed conclusion stems from the discovery of a

1° around 1500 B.C., below
teri "Button-base Phase." It is charac-
tri7^i ^ 6uff ware painted with red bands and
that*^^^^ ^ pottery common in design and form to
Thi ° "°rdiem Mesopotamia of the same period.
"Hii would appear to be the remnant of aman or related occupation of Hasanlu.

noS^M^^ excavations show, furthermore, that this
minat occupation was abruptly ter-
char appearance of a grey-ware culture
or df^ by distinctive tankards with button
ceram^ otherwise sharing all of the main
theref"^ ^•'̂ b the following period. We have,
arounrf'̂ ti, '̂'̂ sudden appearance of an alien culture
the tw If u thirteenth or beginning of
appea ^ 'century B.C. This Button-base Phase
oultur'̂ 7 forerunner of the greatly expanded
to the^ f Grey Ware Phase dating
fbis lat century B.C. The ceramics of
results now visible in the accumulated
to be ^ previous summers' work, appear
Potterv^ typologically to the Hallstatt Iron Age^ ry ot Central Europe and the Balkans.
clearlv'̂ 'f Burned Building was uncovered,
essentiai°f ^ domestic nature yet preserving the
•ngs al of the two larger Burned Build-
fo com^h^ oxcavated. The building plan seems
feature certain North Syrian features with
tvne ,^f ,^^®fomarily associated with the megaron.fVC or hoilRp „jj X- X, . , j.

that \ve ,T° general indication
intrusio dealing here with an Indo-European
'̂ anna,^ what is known historically as the^nriTlA a^> viiw

Orate discovered an elab-
Walls -.7. ' entrance on the west with extendedCitadel

appro fbe slope to protect the two
cata.j roads. The nlan. nnlv Benerallv indi-^^ted at '"aus. The plan, only generally indi-
oharacte stands in contrast to the more'"^fo the'f^^"^ gates in Mesopotamia which are set

^'^'fication walls themselves.

Persians .B'̂ forical arguments for placing the
dateupon their entry into Iran but

eighth ce has usually been in the ninth-
Part of th which time they controlled
governors area and even had Assyriangroups are logins to look as if these three cultural
^bou](j . '"^presented at Hasanlu in our Period IV.

^ appearance be substantiated by closer

study, we should have, for the first time, one of the
two possible indications of the arrivalof the Persians
in Iran, the other being the newly discovered Marlik
Tepe farther to the east.

George Bass writes: "While visiting Bodrum to
pick up supplies for our underwater excavation of
the Byzantine shipwreck, I visited the coffee house
so often used by Peter Throckmorton when he was
questioning sponge divers about the locations of
ancient wrecks. This time we made quite a land
find! One of the villagers brought a vase to me for
identification, and at first I couldn t believe what I
saw. It was certainly Mycenaean, but I knew that
only two Mycenaean sites are known in all of west-
em Turkey. Later I visited the spot where the vase
was found, accompanied by Machteld Mellink and
Haluk Elbe, our commissioner, and we saw at least
six opened Mycenaean chamber tombs. Pottery and
beads from the tombs indicate for the first time
that Caria was inhabited in the Late Bronze Age,
although this runs counter to the results ofanumber
of thorough explorations of the area. Amonth later,
I visited the same coffee shop and this time was
shown a jeep full of Late Protogeometric, or Iron
Age pottery—again a rather unusual find for Caria.
This came from a stone-lined tomb not far away.
We wonder what other wonderful finds will come
out of this coffee house.

Leaving in December, 1961, G. R. Edwards em
barked on activities in Corinth, at Gordionm Turkey,
and at Curium in Cyprus. The focus mConnth was
on the preparation of a publication of pnnthian
pottery of the Hellenistic Period pnmanly derived
from a large public building, the South Stoa
destroyed by the Roman general Mummius m146
B.C. The chronology of the archaeological objects
of this advanced period is almost as little under
stood by archaeologists as perhaps that of Palaeo
lithic times. Hence the publication of this pottery,
connected with a firmly dated histoncal event
should shed light on a problematic and too little
known historical period. , , t>u

Ton weeks in Gordion extended the Phrygian
, 1 .nH overlving layers on the City Mound to
Z soX west, and north, and saw the excavationine suuui, » , clones not far from the

"MidaTMound-for the placemem of a Gordion
Museum which may lake Ihe forrn of„eat Phrygian '',°MiSVoT HigSig s Jhi's

Ah rnriiim during the summer, Dr. EdwardsAt Curium „ (rgg-oj. Robert L. Scranton of
collaborated wi toward a publication of

SSll Tmetanlary ofVo axea-
vated by the "ggs^a'rfexcTvat'L databyproduct ass^ed
toward a pubhcaff^^^^^^ Terence Mitford of St.
prepared by jjj bg ready to
fulTmS — Phiiosophieai Soeie.y ^
publication.



A Unique
PERUVIAN
WEAVER
By ALFRED KIDDER, II
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The "Weaving Lady ^ree
loom under a pacay of
is 18 inches high front . i^rig-
the pillow, which is 13 inches

EXPEDITIOI^

The Museum has recently acquired a very
unusual specimen. It is a pillow on which is
seated an effigy of a woman working at a loom
suspended on an A-frame which leans against a
tree. In the tree there is a bird's nest with a long-
legged fledgling standing in it. It is difficult to
find a single word that describes this curious and,
in one specific way, unique object. Those of us
who have worked with it in order to put it on

have been calling it informally the
eaving Lady." We have no information what

ever as to its exact provenience but we do know
31 it comes from Peru and that it was quite

certainly a grave offering. This is apparent be
cause of its good condition and the fact that it is
inconceivable that it could have been so well
preserved had it not been carefully placed in a
grave or tomb somewhere on the arid Peruvian

comparison with similar effigies, we can
so be fairly certain that it comes from the

Valley just north of Lima and, by the
yeof the textile covering the pillow, we are also

D'h pertain that it dates from a late period,ro ably from the one known as Late Chancay.
ts would make it approximately seven hundred

years old.

verv of Dr- Fred Olsen, there is a
It ®'̂ fi3r tree, in which there are several birds.
Chan Vcc was found in thejj„ '̂ ^y Valley and the workmanship is so sim-
can h • "Weaving Lady's" tree that we
same ^ ihnt they both came from thetjjg general locality. The two trees represent
Prese^"^^ ®Pecies. They can be identified by the
from branches of small, woven ovals,

quarters of an inch to an inch and a

ajg representing large seed pods. These
Baca ^p '̂̂ f^ristic of anative Peruvian tree called
Inga^ otanically, this pod-bearing tree is called
by th pods were, and still are, eaten
round °f coastal Peru. The seeds are sur-
pleas ^ ^Polp that has a sweetish and quite
been tasffi. Many remains of the pods have
and th°""*^ rubbish heaps along the coast,
coast ^ earlier Mochica people of the north
from t"h pottery reproductions of them. Onec Museum's collection is shown here.

Tfi

Solved f°^^fruction of the "Weaving Lady" in-
tion of separate operations and the combina-
constru elements. First, the pillow itself was
rushes covering a mass of leaves and
folded ^ brocaded fabric which was simply
^od at stuffing and sewn onboth sides
^tseamed^ back of the pillow, leaving the frontbe embr glance, the pattern appears to

oi ered but, on closer examination, it is

Winter
1963

apparent that it was woven into the fabric on a
loom. The basic fabric is of cotton yam, visible
inworn patches and asnarrow, unbrocaded strips
separating the colored, brocaded areas of the
design. These are black, yellow, red, and a faded
brown arranged in an interlocking step pattern.

The weaver sitting before her loom on the
pUlow is, in effect, a doll-like effigy of a woman.
Basically, she was constracted of heavy leaves
that can be seen just under her chin. These ap
pear to be the dried and scraped leaves of a
plant of the maguey family. They resemble the
leaves of the century plant. There is a little addi
tional padding of rushes and leaves. Her head
was made of some fairly hard but not inflexible

Lima

O
Cuzco

Lake Titicaca

100 200 390
STATUTE MltES

material which could not be identified without
cutting the material of her face or headdress. The
S rof black woolen yam is covered by aloosely
Xen head shawl of yellow and black wool. AllLwa. .h«a^ SrSe
S:,he basic ...crial of ^
With what appe covered by
visible Jaa'j d„|i yellow, black, and
needlework ' ^se and the
white in n is not clear whether
chin ^ es done over a packing to

Tl threffect but apparently it was not. The•'"fof ed aS yeuow tritingles and bands ex-
zone of red a y ^^ross the face

K® dTffie eyes must represent face painting,
much less likelihood, mtto^^

ge^s'oTspffi msts,^Krapped around with pink
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Pottery whistle modeled in the shape
(Jngo pacay)This is from the Mochica culture

of the North Coast of Peru, dating from
about A.D. 200. Length, 9V2 inches.

woolen yam. Just how they were attached to the
ody is not clear since the shoulders are covered

by her garment. This consists of a plain-woven
a ric with widely spaced cotton warps and

woolen wefts in green, pink, and yeUow forming
bands around the figure. To make the sack-like
dress, the cloth was sewn up the left side and
over the shoulders and elbows to the forearms,
orming sleeves of asort on each side, and leaving
aslit for the neck. This is quite different from the
^pical poncho-like tunics most characteristic of

oruvian costume. It seems unlikely that it rep
resents a garment actually worn by the Indians.

ormally that would be a shirt or a dress made
of a single piece of cloth folded in two, with a
vertical slit for the neck and the two sides sewn
ogether, leaving armholes at the top—a poncho

Wit the sides nearly closed. Apparently the fig
ure was never sewn to the pillow but was attached
0 t e loom by threads from the hands. At least
wo very similar figures are known, one of which

IS also sitting on a pillow. Neither is associated
with a tree or loom.

he tree was made of rushes bunched together
n \wapped with light brown cotton thread. The
ranches were made in the same way, with the

w ite blossoms and woven seed pods tied on and,
"1 some cases, simply held in place by the wrap
ping. All the blossoms are of wool, including n
single red one; brown seed pods are also woolen
n the yellow seed pods are of plain woven

CO ton. The base of the tree was set into the
PHlow through a hole in the brocade. The bird's

St IS a crude basket made of split plant fiber,
possibly coarse grass, held together by a white
no on thread. The basic material of the fledgling
cannot be seen but it is quite firm and may pc-

aps have been carved from wood. It was covered
woolen wrapping on the legs, with a

pa lally wrapped, partially needleworked body
n neck of mauve wool. The wings and tail are

oiack and white wool; the eyes are black and
n ow wool, as is the needlework beek.

expedition

The most remarkable feature of the whole
cpiction is the A-frame itself. According to Dr.
unius Bird of the American Museum of Natural

p one of the world's leading authorities on1eruvian weaving, this method of supporting the
^om IS unique in Peruvian culture. The frame

reeds or canes lashed together

ba apart at the base by the lower
usa ^ loom. If our model reflects actual
theT' cannot be completely sure,
cned^^ '̂̂ l°om bar would have had to be fast-^1^0 A-frame, not to separate its legs

could easily have been firmly planted in
but to maintain tension on the warps.

° Ibe canes was diagonally wrapped with
Colo to form the decorative pattern. The
itself y^bow, white, and black. The loom
two-b'̂ ^ good example of the typical Peruvianat the '̂' blormaUy, such looms were attached
model to a tree or post exactly as our
^-fra attached to the upper end of the
Was lower bar of the loom, however,
^Ucircr equipped with a backstrap which
she w^ weaver's body in such a way that
thread^^ the tension of the warp
hackw^ simply by slight movements forward or
and ven braided cords of red
Werg wool that support the upper loom bar
the down the length of each leg of
Method attached at the base. This unique

Warn ? '"punting the loom provides no control
hy except by relashing the lower barlusting the supporting cords at the top.

'̂ luiatur ^^veral peculiarities in the way the-•'luaiure 1 • — ""j

^ heddie h arranged. What appears to beunder the warp threads was lashed

^INte,
1963

Mochica women
weaving on

backstrap or
belt looms.
Note the patterns,
perhaps painted,
from which they
are copying designs
The scene is part
of a larger one
painted on a
pottery bowl
About A.D. 200.

to ashorter shed rod which, in actud use would
have prevented proper funcdoning of the loom.
This may have been done pimply to .j,f
twn elements in position in the model. The weaverire^s" bSgnn at both the bottom and the
top, which also seems unusual. At h°tto ^
a few rows of yeUow woolen weft thread have
been woven across the brown cotton warps_ At

£ fivp rows of white woolen wefting
'TXeiSd ?h" heddie rod, if such it is,have been inserted

IS attached to jtion under the warping
woolen ya jheseseems out of place. 1^^ ^
peculiarities may,

""ado to'riS areasonable impression of awork-
rn"in;msdn.d:,er.e..ce from normal

''TeTan'oTspee"l>»^y^
which toe jg no doubt that it was
was made. Smce th jne that it was put
found in agrave, on ^ ^^^^n who had been
together to accomp an outstanding
an active v nj^o have been m-
weaver. It may, o ygj whose services
tended to represen ^jg.
could be utilized in

""f of -;;«„P°a',fesT.d by numerousby the enc""' ojuction and distribution as
references to 1 P whatever purpose toe
tribute in Inca ^ ^^^^st engag-

in ancient Peruvian life.
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DALMA
PAINTED
WARE
By T. CUYLER YOUNG, Jr.

, archaeologist leaves for the fielHwith his mind full of thp bict • 1
lems he will solve through furthp''

.0

tions as yet unasked Sim,!
™ay at the bSr^ k as he Jhips
•l>="nktiow„,thema2o(the°mkn °to expand. Sometimes thJ., ? continues
could not possibly have anf • ^ discovery he
take a sudden leap ^
him weU beyond his imme^ h '̂ '̂""cs
denly he recognizes the fuU ^ud-ance, the extensiveneSVf wh?:? ?
suspected. Such a discLrv ^ot even
Hasanlu Project during theTlQbrfiTd*^^ by theIn earlier seasons of excavaf reason.
VaUey of northwestern ira^tt^t n" ^he Solduzpreliminary soundings at made
"^ound some three mle' ^ ^mall
mound of Hasanlu The?. the great
presence of a painted revealed the
millennium BC nn' P° 'T culture of the fiftk

^te plantied-for ipgt j hrther excavations
discoveries. When »>«' preS.

eomplete the Project had « '"cavations were
'enter of the darkness ,ha, '"«» >he vej!lenmum B.C. i„ nia pa5"Lf'fe the lifu,

Several of the m«., the world.
from Dalma t ^ Pamted vesseic
iUnstrateSerX""™® " '̂ee 0x0 ^""'

ugnt maroon or
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a maroon-black paint. The inside of the vessel
IS usually covered with a maroon-red slip. The
a ric is tempered with straw, a technique com

mon in the fifth millennium in northern Iraq and
ran. The ware crumbles easily and is not well
c . None of the shapes discovered is complex

or unusual. In short, from the technological
standpoint, there is nothing remarkable or unique
about Dalma Painted Ware.

Yet when one directs attention to the decora-
ion of this painted ware, it is at once clear that

uere is an artistic tradition of the highest order.
IS its style that makes Dalma Painted Ware

unique. The range of motifs used by the Dalma
potters is in itself remarkable. Thus far, only
geometric designs are known, but within that
umitation one finds not only the motifs Ulustrated
ere but many others as well. The potters of the

period apparently gave their imagination free
^eign and sought to explore almost every avenue

geometric design open to them.
^ desire for artistic exploration and im-

carried them beyond the limits of
and? Jl^P^^ftion in some instances. The "half
mp V̂ . ^ossel illustrated is not a modem drafts-
On. 1"'Sbtmare, but an actual vessel as found,
crnc 1, exterior is painted with a
rnw^ f zigzag pattern, the other half with
itxt.if hanging triangles. Each design is m
can . ^^hstically pleasing, but the two togefoer^rdly be caUed an integrated composition.

expedition

i m I

the of the artistic achievement of
sized?'° relationship sometimes empha-
color ^he painted design and the ground° pottery. These artists were experi-
found"^ effect of "negative painting"
Given interplay of design and background,
oolor where only thin lines of ground
whethe^ Ihrough the paint, one wonders
or the supposed to see the painted design
have areas of the vessel that
kind ? been painted. The answer is both, as a
sign ? ^Pfi'̂ nl illusion occurs. The painted de-
nient a d • I^ft in the ground comple-
morp Tw? '"pinforce each other, making the wholepleasing to the eye.
P'alma ^^Pp'̂ '̂ ental and inventive aspects of the
niotifs are clearly seen not only in the
fhese ^1®° in their execution. All of
l^ffc bn/d vessels are done with a character-
Iramewo k^? stylistic vigor. Within thisample ' however, one may compare, for ex-
®^Ppear diagonal lines on one vessel which
V'ith the^ drawn with a straight-edge,
ffon of th almost wildly modem applica-

firs^ same motif on another. The vessel in
Precise suggests an artist with a tight,
a loose a^^ rnind; in the other, an artist with
'"ated in Kph, '•anibling spirit. Yet vessels deco-^ 111 KntV> opiiii. I ci vcbbci5>
P®i"iod at th Ihese styles flourished in the same
^°nld enfo ^ the archaeologist who
Ihrougv, artistic limitations on the ancients

"modern typology beware!

1963
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The comparative study of other finds which
accompanied this painted pottery and a singfo
radiocarbon date confirm an original guess that
this culture dates to the fifth millennium B.C.
Thus the Dalma painted ware can be property
placed in the chronological framework of theSt Near East. Furthetntote ae_ unusurf
bowl illustrated with a "double W pattem

J u\^ r-rpscent which was certainlytraitted tn a "2^!Wi«tes that the
an import mth „_ntact with other painted
Dalma culture was m

f'TnlrtStr enaffve artistic tradition dis-is undertaken, m ^
covered at Dalm P , pf j^s time and

ulifil fororigins and cultural connectionsarea. UntU tne origui jjj continue
„( this tradition

be impressed with what ,
about the fifth mil ^ly the archaeol-
new discovery, unanticipated^ by^^^^^
ogist, both shows us ^ starting
ness which surrounds us 'Jrf questions of the
point from which to ask more q ^
unknown.
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The plain of Sybaris, from the Mh. The hill town at the left is Corigliano.

In Search of Syharis: 1961
By DONALD FREEMAN BRQWN

Down in the foot of Ttalv ^
under the instep and facinJ th w accurately
lies the Greek
•ouched b, fte archLobgfs """
Since antiquitv for itc „ 1^ ' Earned ever

'-4quet acknowledge this factl <5 ^^l^aritic ban-
the attention of hltorians and' a ^^Id
many centuries. But long before
modern archaeological research I , ""^S'̂ ning of
come alost city aLuare lT had be-without atrace somewherrjthe'""/''''"®'
square mile alluvial plain. ^ eighty

This article Jc o
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elusive city. In order that thea er may understand why we had to use such
methods, a fair amount of back-

Tl? |"^°rmation is presented first.•j . ^ '̂ ief hut fascinating history of Sybaris,
importance, and its approximate location can
pieced together from the writings of a number

Sinni ^"^hors, chiefly Athenaeus, Diodorus
thp ."erodotus, Pliny, and Strabo. One of
Gra Greek settlements in Magna
fnnn!?'̂ (Southern Italy and Sicily), Sybaris was
Biiild'̂ ^hout 720 B.C. by Achaean colonists.(-1 Iheir city between the Grathis (modern
Vast Sybaris (modem Coscile) rivers on aun fertile coastal plain in northern Calabria,

expedition

t eSybarites prospered rapidly by agriculture and
trade, and grew mightily in numbers, largely by
controlling or granting citizenship to members of

e native tribes of the interior. An important
3ctor in her prosperity was the fact that she lay

u the southern end of overland trade routes
ea ing north and west to her colonies on the

Italy, the most famous of
ic was Poseidonia (Paestum). It would ap-

th^^^p trade between the Ionian Greeks and
dlpH was amicably and profitably han-
to rir ^ Sybarites, for it is said that they came1e the Etruscans among the people of Italy,

Ion•̂ people of the East they liked the
Athenaeus remarks dis-ugingly) both were devoted to luxury.

colo t we see of Sybaris at her peak is apy Ancient writers stress in a rather
the S '̂b'̂ manner the luxurious way of life of
quite ^ writes, but some of their practices seem
instanc^^^°"^ '̂̂ modem city dwellers. For
blacks^ '̂ banned noisy occupations like
from f!"' "S' carpentry, and chicken-raising
the Co ^'̂ ^"(tnes of the city. Streets leading into
from were roofed over to protect travelers
our oil heat of the sun. Anticipating
have ^nd aqueducts, they are said to
wine ceh^ country estates to
carn'pri t the sea shore, whence it was

the city in boats,
hred an^^*^ increasing wealth of Sybaris inevitably
indulgen p ripper class devoted to self-
intervals'̂ ^ Public banquets were held at frequent
Were cooks who concocted thebest dishes
rights to ^ ^ith golden crowns—and copy-
"I^heir recipes for a whole year.
rT'entionprip^ toward the Spartan way of life is
Sybarite n several sources. It is said that a
been ente^ ° sojourned in Sparta and had
remarked'̂ among them at their public mess
bravest m' • wonder that Spartans are the
rnind vvo world, for anyone in his right
rather tha" Prefer to die ten thousand times

fhe final P°®r living."
^ite total d ^rig of the Sybarites, resulting in
^cme to jj^^.Iruction of the city, is attributed by
fheir fea^j having trained horses to dance at
Words of Atn accompaniment of pipes. In the
iruew this , ®"^^us, "Now the people of Croton

A.ristoti'̂ made war on the Sybarites,^htutiop a^ records in his account of their con-
crses; fpj.'}, stmck up the dance tune for the

^P'fcrm- a with them pipers in military
P'Pcrs than^tt. ^rioner did the horses hear the

With the" ^^"ced away, and not only that,
fhe peopi "ders on their backs they deserted

P'® of Croton."
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Whether this story is true or not, we know that
Sybaris was destroyed about 510 B.C. by Croton,
her next door neighbor and nval
Strabo says that the river was diverted to flow
over the ruins. An abortive attempt to resetfie
the area by the Sybarites was followed byjhe
establishing of a colony in 446 B.C. in the same
place by Athenians, who named their new city
Thurii. Some two hundred and fifty years laNr,
"n 106 BC Thurii came under the domination
MRoi aid wi rechristened Copia Thun,.

the Pf '̂"' p®r the next fifty years only
the city of Thun ^ of the later
isolated burials a ^

cities were touno. 1930's when the
seemed course of land reclamation
government m th ditches, fifteen
dug two P .. Jong down through the
feet deep and five 2. But not a single
heart of the plai inconsequential remains.raceofSybans nd on .n~

SL b«n"rwar'n.ag .» arch.ao,og.s.s .ha. t=s,
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uities of Calabria. Stratigraphic borings were
made in a pattern forming a gigantic X centered
just north of the Bruscati bridge over the Crati
and with arms over three kilometers long running
parallel to and at right angles to the sea shore.
The chief result of this effort was the repeated
confirmation of the stratigraphy encountered be
fore and the partial delimitation of the archaeo
logical zone of Sybaris and Thurii. The borings
also clearly demonstrated that much of the Greek
layer lay below modern sea level, proof that the
Calabrian coastline in this region has sunk sev
eral meters since 500 B.C. This fact explains
why the plain gradually became swampy and
uninhabitable.

In the nine-year interval that has elapsed, geo
physical methods have been developed for
archaeological prospecting and have produce
spectacular results in tracing buried walls, fiHe
ditches, tombs, and other archaeological features
buried at shallow depths. In Italy the Lerici
Foundation of Milan, conspicuously success u
to locating Etruscan tombs, conducted a brie
campaign of prospecting in the plain of Sybans
in 1960. With electrical resistivity equipmen
about 150 meters of a long wall were traced, t e
top of which lay scarcely a meter below t e
surface.

It was thus quite logical for the University
Museum, which had organized an Applis"
ence Center for Archaeology, and the E®"'''
Foundation to join forces in an attack on
problem of Sybaris. After a preliminary earn
paign in 1961 (see Expedition, Vol. 4, J
Spring 1962), a second campaign was conduc e
mApril, May, and June of 1962 under the gen
eral direction of C. M. Lerici and Froelich
Director of the University Museum, with m.
latter in charge of field operations. Dr. G. o .
Superintendent of the Antiquities Department
Calabria, gave official sanction and collabora 10
The following were members of the Dmvers
Museum section of the expedition during a
part of the period: Elizabeth K. Ralph o
Applied Science Center for Archaeology t§
physical equipment), Ellen Kohler
®§y), James Delmege (photography);
Dimick (surveying), and the author n
ogy and drilling). From the Lerici _
were the following: F. Brancaleoni, B. as >
and D. Gabrielli (geophysical equipmen
drilling), Lucia Cavagnaro Vanoni (arc ^ ,
•agy); and Marjolein de Vos farchaeo ogy
drilling). The expedition was honored to
the advice and material aid of Enrico
Cassano, who efficiently handled many '

exfbditio'^

•;ig

to/A/T£/?,

!VA ;»•

1963

tL/pper left) The McCuUough drill
heinsused by Domenico Falcone
and Giuseppe Dattoli. (Left) Auger-bit
ofthe McCuUough drill being pulled
out with its sample by a chain-hoist
and tripod. (Above) Extracting the
finds from the mud on the auger-bit
and laying them out on a board in
the order of their strat^cation.
I eft to right: Donald Brown,
Orio Miggiano, who was the Government
representative, and Domenico.
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. general procedure fell intsive phases: 1, Running lines oTrl h*^
the proton magnetometer eauinm with
ous parts of the plain and m i" ^"t"
which anomalies occurr'ed^^ at
•™. 2Tes„„g ,he r™iLVbv d'T •"
soil and analyzing the mZ ^ to virgin
for archaeojgieaf eomem
Digging test pits with a mLt '̂ ""^Pgi-aphy. 3
pomts where the drills confi excavator at
potsherds of the period of slJ.
lying walls. ^ybans and of deep-
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l-^^litig of various types of instruments. Thusthe plain of Sybaris became a gigantic laboratory
in which the advantages and disadvantages of the
several instruments operating under differing con
ditions were discovered. These instruments were
osigned to register the presence of buried rnate

rial which differed from the surrounding soil m
one characteristic or another: degree of magne
tism, electrical resistivity, density, and so forth.
Some of the instruments were designed to reg
ister also the depth of the buried feature below
the surface.

Fresh from the laboratory was a prototype of
nn ultrasonic device weighing only twenty pounds,
which was designed to register on a visual screen
the depth from which sonic impulses had been

expedition

reflected by an object of greater density than the
surrounding soil. Although it proved to be insuf
ficiently developed for field use, experiments
showed that if it is possible to increase the in
tensity of the impulses without unduly increasing
the weight of the instrument, the operator can
make rapid visual observations with greater
depth penetration than that possible in the use of
proton magnetometers and electrical resistivity
devices.

Another instrument tested in this campaign
was the magnetic gradiometer, a relative of the
proton magnetometer. This too was unsatisfac
tory because, basically, it is less sensitive than
f e magnetometer and also because this particu-
ar experimental instrument was inoperable when

1 was sent from the laboratory. A metal detector
a ditch locator were tried out, but neither

s owed promise for the particular conditions en
countered here.

^ two instruments which gave the best re-
net^ ™ proton mag-
cai°"^^^®r 3nd the Geohm, alight-weight electri-

resistivity device. Since the water table was
mCountered between one and one and a half
limit'̂ H surface, the Geohm had onlyuse, for the water in the soil neutralized
tjjg "^cnces in resistivity. Therefore the bulk of
uetom^^^""* '̂"^ was done with the proton mag-
alies registered anti-magnetic anom-
ffie '̂ ^^"Uiagnetic stone objects buried in

highly magnetic soil, and magnetic

hrick ^'"u ^^^^y deposits of potsherds and
"firins^" (deposits and structures that, due to5j Were more magnetic than the soil).

proton magnetometer with the

Pound P''"® Gabrielli of the Lerici
ucross Ralph roved far and wide
West t u from the Pollinara area in the
f^rst Or fii Bianca area near the sea. The
along ^ based on a series of readings
hon ^®re made with the inten-
^all length of the late Roman
Partial! been discovered in 1960 and
iowed f iu I960 and 1961. It was fol-
toeters ^ distance of about eleven hundred

finding clear indications of either

burie^"'̂ °^^ anomalies in readings, indicative
''̂ uteriai rubble, and other archaeological

Pare found in the Casa Bianca area and
Cavallo (where the archaic sculp-

'̂ ^re), ptoents had been found in aRoman struc-
Proda^gJ° along both banks of the Crati
!^^d suggesting that the Crati

arnon even in antiquity. South of the8 uiany anomalies were several caused

1963
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Jeep-mounted '̂ ''fj^^JZ^e^dZT^dh ashovel.
The cuttings are fgoni and Marjolein deVos

all of the Lerici team.
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by an enormous mass nf o u •
depth of four and a half to c aIn each area where an an ^^alf meters,
encountered, its position waTma^ked'h
so that future stratieraohin h m ^ ^^ake
mine more accurately the l f

The second ph^se'of op.™^ "he anomaly,
mentioned testing of above-
ataofihiswoclci: l-y '̂ ""8. Thesample from the surfac? down1 soil
he archaeological layer in thp f belowmthe twists of aspiS ?, ĉylinder

logical material, consistimr archaeo-
teiy, bits of plaster, roof tile h P°t-
and metal, was pickd . ' ^°od, bone
sample, then bagged and\ ? ^^e soil'
bon of depth, bore number^f '"^i^a-
Possible to reconstruct a ' was thus
"J -«h bo,e.lfS™'="ytheRoman, Hellenistic TtS ^"c "f the
When obstacles suc'h a! n" Sybaritic layers

the actual obiects m by inference p +
"3,0 nTdemSlh''̂ hores pT

S things and make";™?® ">8 anom-

S'aMr'" .'Cre'""' ""8" »»
operatfoil h'";'' chain hoisi m''' """"a
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(Left)Fragment from the wall of a pyxis
of imported Corinthian ware. It was
found in the sand south of the Greek
wall in Test Pit A, and is datable to
before 650 B.C. A pyxis is a cylindrical
pottery container for cosmetics or
'̂ ther feminine knickknacks. Height,
which is preserved complete, about
2V2 inches. (Right) Handles and rim fragments
of archaic banded cups which were a
common ware in South Italy of the late
seventh and sixth centuries B.C.
These were picked from the dump of the
scoop-shovel, brought up from about
the 6-meter level in Pit A.

A total of over four hundred borings were
made during the campaign, most of them with
t e purpose of checking the anomalies. It was
ound that strong anomalies were generally

^ttried walls, rubble and other debris
o habitation, represented in the borings by solid
objacles which the drill could not pass through
an by masses of brick, tile, rock, and plaster
an concentrated potsherds in the bore samples.

rom most of the bores came fragments of
^ttery, and it was largely by means of these
that we were able to plot the areas intensively
occupied by the Romans, the Thurians, and the
y arites. The archaic pottery of Sybaris, pre-
ominantly of East Greek origin or imitation,
ut including occasional fragments of accurately
atable Corinthian ware, was found in several

areas, notably Casa Bianca, Parco del Cavallo,
atughella, andsouth of the river in the Ministalla

bores along the banks of the Crati
confirmed the absence of anomalies in magnetom
eter readings.

The final phase of operation was the digging
^^° '̂̂ '-)us test pits in order to check the validity

ot the geophysical and drill findings. We hoped
o supplement our anomalies and bags of small

by bringing to light actual structures
un basketfuls of artifacts. As the conventional

an -digging of a test pit to a depth of seven or
eig t meters would entail the costly and time-

work of sheathing the sides of the pit
' • planks and operating pumps for long

d was decided to dig rapidly with a large
mechanical excavator. The machine, consisting of

ca mounted on caterpillar treads, had a long

? bucket or scoop suspended from wire
hi ^dis equipment the sterile overburden could be removed in a day, and walls

ar lally cleared during the next day or two. Then

u^°dow a judicious combination of scoopingand-digging down to virgin soil. Vertica

expedition

(Left) Head of a terracotta figurine
"•t ^ ^tyle manufactured in the vicinity

Lorentum in the fourth century B.C.
This emerged from clay which wa^

stratified just above sand in Pit A
south of the wall. Preserved height,

about 3 inches. (Right) Head of a
terracotta figurine found just above
pure sand in Pit A. He has the long

u ""'"'""w foce of a serious old man,f '̂ Ps a philosopher of the Pythagorean
School which flourished in Croton

in the late fifth century B.C.
Preserved height, about 3 inches.

scarps were made by hand so that accurate strati-
graphic studies could be made,

the ^rst excavation. Test Pit A, was made in
Ion Rlunca area on both sides of the famous
reta^ ^ ^med out to be astone and concrete
Prob"hi^ only on the south side and
undet ^.'̂ ^nstructed in late Roman times. Of
had original height, the present remains
siighq r)ver three meters, the top lying
As ŵ ^°re than a meter below the surface,
uonst^ "g deeper, we found that it had been
niassiye^r remaining courses of a
Preseri^ rt meters thick and
nteasur^ ^h courses of great square blocks
u fourtvT^ ^ meter on a side surmounted by
rectang (on the north face) of dressed
or one ('locks measuring half ameter by one
Wall la ^"1 ^ meters. The base of the Greek
surface^ c- ^(tulf meters below the
''ontain" (^y "Otin, the stratum
this Gr'̂ f ^(tords of Sybaris, it seems likely that

Prorn^T^^^^ wus built by the Thurians.
down b water level kept
^UantitiJc '̂ ^"^""ously operating pumps, came
^hurii K archaeological material, largely from
^1'̂ and lowest part, from about five to
^ti abund rneters below the surface, produced
ocntury Ionian pottery of the early sixth
Ware of ^ small amount of Early Corinthian

Test Rf p B.C.
Wall f, easterly end of
alread joined it, as

Anomalies ^ ^"ggosted by proton magnetometer
S 1* *

Ph B running short and work in Test
^hention ^ "rnpered by much Roman debris,
^Ready u turned to Test Pit C, which had
^®re was^d" started ashort distance north of A.

with a '̂ *^°^®red the same stratigraphy as in
^ '̂ch occ^"^^ 1 Thurian layer beneathorred sixth century pottery.

^INT.TR. 1963

Afinal test pit, D, was dug mthe dd
Cavallo where a highly magnetic anomaly had
aooeare'd the opposite of the usually low mag-nd^rSndicated by walls. This proved to be
caused by aRoman wall made in "opus reticula-
tum" and bricks with high magnetism, ly"Jg
base of concrete originally faced with

Summing up the results of this unusual cambumming H experimentation
paign, we p ^^j^gds of archaeological pros-accomph^ed ^ ^^^eral geophysical

pms and two types of boring equipmentweTeTemonstrated. The operajmn of aU^onhese

complete un^tendin6_of what «
varying conditions checked by boring

IS rxcavatS, S - agreat deal about this
delicate matter of "hysical detector.

The use in succession ,ffi,ient
drill, and „ gf procedures for ar-

for use on the plain of y of the
Substantial progr ^^s

archaeological zon excavation were
made, and and bore-
plotted on the map whd^
samples ^of the plain were speedilychaic pottery. Vast aj^^
eliminated and bores,
magnetometer ^^at another season of

It IS certain h necessary before we finally
.Tl^theCp^
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The Roman wreck at Pantano Longarini

Peter & Joan Throckmorton

Minos 16, Kastella, Piraeus, Greece

Introduction

The Pantano Longarini was probably once
the anchorage known to Greeks as Odissea,
to Romans as Edissa, and to Arabs and
present day Sicilians as Marza. There is a
passage in Cicero in Verrem (ii, v. 34) that
places the pirate ships in Edissa and the

Romans in the harbour, now silted up, of the
ancient Pachinos, which is the present day
Pachino, a small town just to the west of
Cape Passaro at the south-eastern corner of
Sicily (Fig. 1). It is not within the scope of
this paper, nor the competence of the author,
to discuss the ancient topography of the
Pachino region. The interested reader can

SICILY

Stroit
of Messina

•( Syracuse

Pachino

Isole deiie Correnti

Capo Passaro

Figure 1. Map of area.
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turn to Tomasino Fazello's Storia di Sicilia,
originally published atPalermo in 1558(1830),
and to VitoAmico'smid-18th centuryresearch
for a detailed discussion. It is, however, clear
from these descriptions that the whole low-
lying area was once an extension of the sea.
It is now silted up.

The wreck was discovered in the course of
drainage operations which were part of a
land reclamation project undertaken by
Francesco Spatola, an imaginative farmer
who had lost his land in Tunisia after World
WarII. (See Throckmorton &Kapitan, 1968,
for a preliminary report onthe discovery and
its excavation.)

The discovery

The workmen who first uncovered parts of
the ship s structure took some of the cypress
planking to a local shipyard and tried to sell
it, so strong was the ancient timber. Through
a series of coincidences not very remarkable
in a small Sicilian village, the presence of the
wreck came to the attention of the local
archaeological authorities. An emergency
grant was given by the University ofPennsyl
vania Museum, and our group undertook to
excavate the site for Professor Bernabo Brea,
director of the Syracuse Museum, with
Gerhard Kapitan, who had brought the site
to the attention of the authorities in the first
place, and whose initiative made the whole
project possible. When the wreck was dis
covered, Kapitan arranged for radio-carbon
dating, which indicated AD 500 ± 150 years
as a date for the wreck.

We closed the end of the ditch (Fig. 2) so
that the wreck lay in a shallow pool which
could be kept dry with electric salvage pumps.
Pumps of this type are essential for such an
excavation, as they always keep their prime
and the rubber impellers are unaffected by
sand and mud so long as the mud isdissolved
m water.

The excavation revealed about 30 ft (9-1 m)
of the starboard side of the stern above the
waterlme of a large ship. The structure
extended up to the side of the ditch, beyond
which the ditch excavators had dug up and
destroyed more than half of it.
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Several observations could be made im

mediately. The ship had an unusual kind of
transom stern. The planking and wales which
had been worked onto the stern were attached
in an unfamiliar way. The ship was very
heavily framed with grown timbers, roughly
adzed to fit in place, so fitted that there was
little space between the timbers. Heavy inner
stringers had been fitted inside the frames. As
in modern construction, frames and floors
alternated, and light pine boards had been
fitted between the stringers so as to close in
the cargo hold and keep the bilges clean. The
ship was iron fastened throughout, with
forged iron nails and bolts, which had
disappeared but left lumps of black mush
surrounded by a concreted mould.

The unique feature of the construction was
the manner in which one frame and two deck
beams had been worked so that they tucked
into slots cut for them in the heavy wales
which ran along the sides of the ship. These
frames and beams protruded outside the
wales, which were massive half trees about
0-5 m thick. 'Through beams' are an impor
tant detail of ancient ship construction, which
had long been known from mosaics and
sculptures, but which had never been studied
in an actual shipwreck before.

It was evident from the start that the
Pantano wreck was, like the Byzantine wreck
recently excavated by the Pennsylvania group
at Yassi Ada in Turkey, an example of a
transitional period in the history of naval
architecture. This type of ship is still in the
Roman tradition, but has begun to take on
medieval or modern characteristics.

Before discussing the details of the Pantano
ship's construction, we should summarize
our present knowledge of Roman construc
tion and its development.

Ancient shipbuilding

A good many Roman cargo vessels of several
different types have been studied. (See
Throckmorton, 1964, 1972.) None of these
ships has been reconstructed, even in part
because the amountof material recovered has
been small. However, it is safe to make
several generalizations.
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All Roman ships found in the Mediterranean
to date were carvel built by the shell first
method, and were tenoned. It appears that
the shipwright, using battens and some system
of temporary clamps, faired up the lines of
his ship from the keel, as the structure took
shape. The planks, set edge-to-edge, were
joined together by a complicated system of
mortices and tenons set very close together.
In some cases these mortice and tenon

assemblies are staggered, and there are at
least two cases of ships being 'boxed', that is,
having an additional layer of planking put on
outside the first layer. This occurred at the
Dramont wreck (Benoit, 1961; 143) and at
Titan. The Torre Sgarrata wreck had 'boxed'
patches as well, which were tenoned and
attached to the hull with iron nails. These
tenoned hulls were beautiful examples of the
carpenter's art. The planks were fitted
together so closely that they were not caulked.

Once the shipwright had shaped the shell
of the hull, he adzed the frames and floors to

shape, and inserted them. This construction
is very ancient. It can be seen on Egyptian
boats of Early Dynastic times, and still
survives in Egypt and the Far East. (See
Hornell, 1943.)

The transition from shell to skeleton con

struction occurred sometime after the end of

the Roman empire. The most interesting
thing about the Pantano wreck is that it
illustrates a previously unknown type of
transitional ship. (See below, p. 255.)

The excavation

The first step in excavation was to tag every
timber as it appeared (Fig. 3). The tags, of
laminated plastic, have a black layer in the
centre and white layers on the outside. The
letters are cut through the white layer on one
side. As the plastic is chemically inert and
does not change colour, the numbers are
permanently visible, unlike painted numbers

Figure 3. Stern 'transom'. Only the starboard side is preserved. The draftsman is sitting on the
centre line ofthe ship. The port side, which was apparently exposed for some time after
wrecked, has been partially destroyed in antiquity.

approximate
the ship was
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on tin and the like. We developed this
system in 1965, for work at Lake Bolsena.

Each tag bears three letters, one of a
possible 6000-odd three-letter groups from a
combination of three alphabets. This idea
was developed by George Bass at Yassi Ada
in 1961 and 1962. The three-letter code is

much easier to work with than a number

code, both because there are fewer units, and
because everyone instinctively looks for 2
to follow 1 and so on, thus suggesting a
sequence of relationships which may not in
fact exist.

Two steps then were carried out, more or
less simultaneously. Three stakes were driven
into the ground outside the wreck site, and
from an arbitrary zero level on one of these,
levels of the other reference points (the other
two fixed stakes) and of each end of nearly
every timber of the ship were then taken. This
was done by means of a long plastic tube
partially filled with water, the level being
noted at the point where the water-air line

corresponded with, or lay a measurable
distance below or above, the chosen zero
point on the first stake. Roughly 350 levels
were taken.

Once the levels were known, direct hori
zontal measurements could be made from

each control point and the third side of the
resulting triangle calculated so that we could
transfer the measurements onto a plan (Fig.
4).

A theodolite would have given a more
accurate result, but we lacked a theodolite
and the crude water-hose method was better
than nothing. Accuracy was sufficient for
our purposes, especially as we were eventually
to depend for fine lines on the matching of
nail hole to nail hole on a model.

At the same time, two of the group drew
each timber in relation to those surrounding
it, locating and measuring each nail hole and
tool mark as well. With a survey group of
five (four after Kapitan was obliged to leave)
we were working against time. The landowner

Figure 5. Bottom of ship. The waterline wales as they came together under the transom timbers, which have
been removed. The wales are outermost; inside them are remnants of bottom planking. These
bottomplanks were tenoned; note placewhere skeg (after part of keel) fitted.
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Figure 6. Detail of aftermost end of waterline wales.
Transom on port side was cut away in
antiquity, apparently before wreck was
covered by sand.

was anxious to get on with his ditch. The
weather worsened steadily, and even had it
stayed fine, we had reached the end of our
funds. There was no question of returning
the next season, since the ditch had to be
cleared at once.

As timbers were photographed, measured,
drawn, and their levels taken, they were
removed in sequence. Once the cypress
planking was exposed, we saw that we could
count on it very well to tell where frames,
floors, and other timbers had been placed
(Figs 5 to 7). Nails which had fastened frames
to the great longitudinal wales left round
marks (incrustation surrounding nothing or a
soft substance of decomposed iron) about
0-02 m in diameter (Fig. 8). Other timbers,
lighter and less essential to the structural
strength of the ship, had been nailed down
by nails about 0-01 m square, often driven
in pairs. These smaller nails also held frames
or floors to the hull planks which lay between
the wales, odd and even, throughout the part
of the ship which remained for us to study.

There were occasional curious marks which
we do not at the moment understand;
several triangular or wedge shaped cuts
0 01m or less deep, and a sort of keyhole-
shape cut into one of the wales, adjacent to a
halLspade shaped cut. Occasionally much
heavier fastenings were used, the spike heads
seeming to be up to 0-07 m in diameter.

Figure 7. Planks on either side of the vanished skeg
show clearly how it was shaped.

Figure 8. Bolts on lower side of transom.

Notes on drawing the wreck, and its recon
struction (Figs 9 to 15)

We drew up the wreck as well as we could
on the spot. Three of us had drafting ex
perience; in the aggregate, this was mainly
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underwater. Working on land, or in a swampy
ditch, brought its own problems. (Under
water one has always got a vertical line to
which to refer, by tying a string to anything
that will float, barring very shallow water,
very strong current, or a very rough surface.
Our muddy site would not stay clear nearly
as long as an airlifted undersea site would do.
These are just two examples of the com
parative peculiarities of working undersea
and ashore.)

As each timber was removed from the

wreck for storage in fresh water, we drew
sections of it, as well as we could manage.
We did not get sections of every single timber,
as we were short of good weather, time, and
money. At the end, when the crane arrived
to haul off the timbers by horse and cart, we
measured as much as we could as fast as we

could.

We feel that the ones we missed, the
timbers without precise sections drawn, were
those which were nearly the same as those

adjacent to them, which were drawn up. Still
we would like to return and trace all the

timbers onto plastic.
The original method we employed was to

stretch a tape from one end of any given
timber to the other, measuring the distance
from the tape to top and bottom of the
timber every few centimetres, noting con
structional marks along the way (see Fig. 3).
Timber by timber this was reasonably ade
quate; in the aggregate, it was probably quite
satisfactory. Still, one would like a 1:1
tracing in order to know that no error had
occurred because of windy weather, sagging
tape, and so forth.

The wreck had opened out, both from the
original catastrophe which sank her and from
the weight of sand and mud which had rested
on her for so many years. We could not
reeonstruct her lines on paper, or not very
well, as our principal source of precise
information about her construction was nail

holes: these differed one from another

"igure 10. Model photo from above.
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sufficiently in size and shape and patterned
grouping, so that one could say with con
fidence what job the fastenings had done.

Large throughbolts fastened wales to
frames. Smaller nails held frames to hull
planking, or inner stringers to frames. At
various decisive points along the hull, some
of which we do not understand, big through-
bolts were used again: extra strength was
needed, and we must try to understand why.
(See Fig. 9.)

A model (scale 1:10) was made, sufficiently
complete to give us its undisputed shape
(Figs 10 and 11). We then measured the
model itself, and 'took off its lines, using the
conventional shipbuilder's methods. (Note:
the model is incomplete only in that we have
not carved out the inner stringers and put
them on. There were two sizeable ones and a
number of light stringers. Section drawings
of them were scarcely helpful at all, as they
are very long and much flattened by the
weight ofyears and mud. Their nail holes are,
however, very clear, and were used as a

constant and in some cases a decisive check
in placing frames and floors to planking in
the model.)

Interested readers probably know about
ships' lines. If not, there are many places to
learn the simple geometric processes involved
(Chapelle, 1935, 1949, both give excellent
explanations).

As far as we know, no one has yet applied
the conventions of paper naval architecture
to an ancient wreck. Neither have we much
help from graphic or philological sources at
this period, as the 7th century AD, give or
take a little, was not a time when enough
people had enough money for enough city
and house decorations, including ship repre
sentations on walls, vases, floors, or what
ever, for any to survive through the accidents
of history to instruct us about what to see in
the Pantano wreck.

Lacking any such basis and taking lines
directly from the model, we tried to draw as
much of the ship as seemed correct.

Briefly, the point of the conventional

I

Figure 11. Model photo from below.
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Figure 12. Moulds laid out on a scrieve board, at George Mavrikos' yard in Syros. Battens make it possible
for the designer to obtain fair lines to 1:1 scale, which then can be transferred to shapes of frames.
This invention made the use of tenons unnecessary.

drawing of ships' lines, whether to build a
ship or to record the shape of an existing hull,
is that a ship must be constructed with a
system of fair curves, curves that can be
drawn by the builder or re-constructor by a
batten, stiff or flexible, in a mould loft or on
the drawing board, through a series of points.
(See Fig. 12.)

The points are derived, that is, noted, ticked
off, in three principal sets of lines which
inform us of the shape of a ship. If in the
drawing of any of these lines there is a hitch,
a nick, a crookedness, that means a crooked
ness or gouge occurs in the side of the ship;
our lines are wrong; we must find the error.

One set of lines is the waterlines, which
appear on the drawing as if one took each
layer of a ship-shaped sandwich, horizontal
from midships to the outer hull, and traced
it on paper. These appear on the recon-
structiondrawingasWL 1, WL2,etc.(Fig. 16).

The second is the diagonals, lines drawn

at useful intervals from the midships line
(on the section drawing) at a downwards
angle to the outer hull, more or less at a 45
degree angle to the hull planking. This shows
the angle at which water flows past the hull
(Dl, D2, etc. on the drawing.) We have found
the diagonals the most useful correction for
relationship of the ship's section drawing to
the shape of the hull as a whole. If the dia
gonals, drawn on plan, are not fair, the ship
has got a gouge in it somewhere, and it won't
sail. The diagonals are particularly useful in
dealing with the hull of a wreck.

The third group of lines is the buttock
lines. If a knife is sliced through the ship from
top to bottom, fore to aft, first near the
midships line and then at intervals proceeding
outwards to the sides of the hull, and this
slice of ship were then traced onto paper
that would be the buttock lines. We have
made a number of experimental drawings
with these, and have decided to reproduce
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Section I

WLl .

\GWC'v \
^r\ Section 2

GXQ \\

FLK

FLA GWlX

FLK i" FLI

GWL

Figure 13. Sections 1 and 2. These show the after- and forwardmost sections of the platform which supported,
one assumes from earlier or contemporary vase and mosaic illustrations, some kind of sterncastle
or deck house. The nearest parallel we could find among modern sources was, of all things, similar
construction in Chinese junks.

Howard Chapelle looked at the photographs several years ago and said it looked to him more
like the bow of the ship than like the stern. We refer to it as the stern because the stempost was
found (and burnt) by local workmen 30 m or so forward of the platform.

Two massive timbers were bolted to the platform, one of them extending down over the aftermost
frames, most carefully cut to fit them. Another timber, shown in the plan, Fig. 4, and photograph,
a much twisted and only slightly cut part of a tree, looks as if it had been wrenched out of some
where else and tossed onto the platform deck, but was in fact nailed to FLI.

We have, with an effort at restraint, refrained from rebuilding a deck house in the reconstruction
drawing, but chances are it looked something like the stern of the ship shown in Casson (1971:154).

GWC ( \ Section3

"AGXQ \\

A
\

FLS

WL)

GWL

Figure 13. Section 3. Here, obviously, the interesting feature is frame GXB, which passes through the side of
the ship, the planking being cut away to permit it to pass through. This has been seen before in
works ofart (see Fig. 19), but never before, as far as we know, in actuality. GXB is most beautifullv
cut to sit in the slot made for it in the hull planking (see Fig. 14).
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Figure 14. Section 3, GXB. Frame cut to fit over the
deckline wale.

none, as what happened to the wales right
aft is a matter of conjecture, and we have
conjectured enough in the reconstruction
without confusing the drawing with spurious
buttock lines.

We worked from the model with a series

of sections (Figs 13 and 15), taken at points
indicated on the drawings, which were as far
as we could tell the relevant ones, where the
shape of the ship changed and where con
struction was singular and indisputable. (The
exception is section 6, which is speculative in
part; we took the foremost frame, and faired
the curve in relation to section 5, Fig. 15.)

Working from the sections, we then drew
the profile with bulwarks, waterlines, the
reported length of ship and height of stem-
post, and the known position of cuts in
frames and floors for the keel. At the same
time, checking back and forth between the
three drawings (section, profile, and plan), we
drew the deck plan, with bulwarks and water-
lines drawn out as if seen from above.
(Waterlines are in this case a draftsman's
convention of convenience, arbitrary reference
lines drawn horizontally across the profile,
transferred as curves to the plan.)

Flere discrepancies occurred. There were
indeed gouges and zigzags in our ship. Going
back to the original data, that is to the
excavation book with its plan of planking
with all the nail holes after the frames were
removed, and to the drawings of the many
individual frames and other timbers, we
checked out the sections to find possibilities

10

of error. Altering the sections slightly, one
here, another there, the diagonals eventually
came fair, that is to say, the ship became
possible. She could float.

Checking her out with fair curves, tight
ening her nail holes, she began to look some
what less like a saucer and more like a teacup.
We tried hard to stand up the sides so that
she looked like our idea of a ship, but she
will not stand up any more than we have
drawn her.

Having returned to the excavation book,
we then checked the new sections with the

model, which indeed had been done with
great care as to connecting nail hole to nail
hole. Everything seemed all right, so far.

Then, out of curiosity, we discarded all
the original data and drew sections from the
plan, diagonals, and profile. This was a
lengthy adventure, and the last. This is the
final drawing reproduced (Fig. 16). Sections
drawn, we checked for a last time back to the
model and the excavation log, and found
nothing wrong, that is, nothing contradicting
the set of lines.

About a third of the ship exists. We know,
from Garifalo and other workers who saw

much of the remainder of the ship before it
was burnt, the approximate length of the
ship. Because a ship is necessarily built with
fair curves, we think our reconstruction must
be safe through, and a bit past, the midships
section.

The reconstruction

This was more difficult than we had expected.
Working out the drawing was complicated
but possible. What the drawing of the wreck
told us, however, was exactly that—what the
wreck looked like. What we wanted to know
was what the ship had been like, and the 1:10
model was constructed (Figs 10 and 11).

We knew where frames and floors had been
fastened. We had sections of the four which
remained intact and many of the shorter ones
higher in the ship, and could of course assume
that the missing port side had been for practi
cal purposes identical to the starboard. The
keel was missing, but cuts in both frames and
floors showed where it had been. Fastenings
of the long interior stringers gave us an
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\ Section 4

Figure 15. Section 4. This is a section along thelowest and forwardmost frame, which is, like the others, cut
away on its lower end in order to fit onto the keel. Here also we have another through beam,
this time probably a deck beam, seethe dottedline. This is the last pointat which weare perfectly
positive of the shape of the ship.

Section 5

GXQ t

GWF

CjWT

gure 15. Section 5. Here the ship certainly grows wider, and the sides begin to stand up a little thoiiph nnt
much, as It is so close to section 4. The turn of the bilge, that is, the line of the bottom of the shin
to the point where the planking joins the keel, might be very slightly different, but can't be verv far
wrong, as we are sure about section 4. ^
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GWC( '.Section 6

GXQ

WLl

FLS

Figure 15. Section 6. We experimented with various different curves along the frame GWP, again hoping the
ship would stand up. Here we have finished a fair curve against the centre line, skeg or keel, as it
may be. Assuming there was a skeg, and we don't see how the ship could have functioned other
wise, we must have finished with the skeg and got on to a proper keel somewhere near section 6,
in which case the section would have a much more attractive curve down to a keel seated con
siderably lower than the lowest point on section 6.

Still, what we have drawn is what is there, down to below wale GWL. The wreck was considerably
spread out by this point, the forwardmost large sound frame presumably in its original position.

The distance between sections 5 and 6 is just short of 2-5 m. A certain amount of change in the
sectional shape of the ship can have occurred here. In any case, we know the shape of a definite
portion of the side of the ship along frame GWP. Below wale GWL is conservative, and not alto
gether confident, speculation.

additional check on the shape of the hull
below the waterline. Each time we made an
error of arithmetic or carpentry, the nail
holes were able to set us right again.

We soon found that honesty was not only
the best but the only practical policy. When
ever we stretched points in order to make
likely looking pieces fit, we found that our
mistake compounded itself. The first model
had to be discarded completely, and we only
managed a satisfactory reconstruction with
the second after taking it apart and re
assembling it several times.

Our policy during the excavation had been
to record and measure everything, and especial

care had been taken to locate with all

accuracy such things as nail and bolt holes.
All the wood was soft on the surface, and
much of it in extremely delicate condition;
we intended to move it, as we did, to a
storage tank where fresh water would prevent
its further disintegration, but we knew that
the best and, always assuming the possibility
of accident in transport, perhaps only
opportunity of accurate recording lay in
measurements taken while the wreck was
intact as a whole. (There were, as it developed,
scarcely any accidents as timbers were moved,
except for the occasional break we made
ourselves to preserve two halves of a single
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fragile timber. The little horsedrawn crane
itself broke, however, under the weight of
one of the great wales on the last day of
excavation.)

Although we made thousands of measure
ments, our conclusion was that we should
have made more. An obvious answer to the

problems inevitably created by hand-measure
ments in such vast quantity might be photo-
grammetry, which would solve the measure
ment problem.

The model (Figs 10 and 11), as partially
completed, shows the ship to about the

WL1

centre line. We have discussed the calcula
tions and shipwright formulas involved in
laying out modern traditional vessels else
where (Throckmorton, 1964, 1972). It is
obviously impossible to say with exactness
to which formula the Pantano ship was built.
However, the Yassi Ada ship of the early
7th century has been reconstructed by Van
Doorninck and his associates without any
particular reference to modern formulas, and
certainly fits, as do other wrecks, within what
a study of modern traditional Mediterranean
types shows are standard length on keel/maxi-

Figure 17. Midship section. This we took off the conventional set oflines, inorder tomake the profile recon
struction drawing. Taken off the lines as they are, the section isas presented. The line of bulwarks
is, liowever, speculative, and would look better ifnarrowed a bit, as in the inner single lines onthe
section drawing.

Always using a stiff batten for a fair curve, it is possible tonarrow the bulwarks amidships and
even to shrink thebeam at waterline I. Waterline 2 is so tight a curve, needing to bedrawn with a
more flexible batten than bulwarks andwaterline 1, that one cannot fool around with it at all or
so we judge. '

Thus the drawing shows the extreme inner and outer angles atwhich the midships section might
have been built, always assuming that the reported length ofthe ship is more or less correct This
seems likely on general principles, as a heavy traditional sailing ship's beam is very often about a
third of the length overall.

Still itmust be remembered that this section is purely speculative, based indeed on the fair curves
of the lines, and that we do not know precisely where the keel was in relation to the planking atthis
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mum beam ratios. Aegean cargo carriers,
ancient and modern, are all approximately a
third as wide as they are long, or narrower,
and there is no evidence that this ratio in
this type of cargo carrier has ever much
exceeded 4 to 1.

We are convinced of the accuracy of the
model as a reconstruction of the after end of
the ship before it fell out of shape. If the
model is accurate, as it must be, then the
curves the wales naturally take must lead us
to somewhere near the midships section (Fig.
17). The width here comes to about 10-60 m
as reconstructed, which is not to say that
this is necessarily exact. The width could vary
a little, but not, we think, very much.

The account of Salvatore Garifalo of
Pachino, who was the mechanic in charge of
the pump which kept the ditch dry for the
bulldozer when the wreck was found, should
be considered. Garifalo describes how the
bulldozer struck wood, and has a clear
memory of what must have been the stem
post being ripped clear by the bulldozer.
Garifalo's recollections, the pieces left scat
tered afterwards, and the excavation itself
illustrate that what was originally in situ was
the stem and stern of the ship, and the star
board side down to the waterline wale.

The width of the ditch, and Garifalo's
clear recollection of the location of the stem-
post in relation to it, indicate that the overall
length ofthe ship on deck without projections
was about 30 m. This estimate fits the pro
jection from the model very nicely. We have
therefore made our tentative reconstruction
of the ship as follows;

LOA 30-30 m
LOD 29-45 m
Length of keel 23-20 m
Minimum possible draft light, l-50m;

maximum draftloaded, 3-50 m; gross tonnage
between 400 and 500; seagoing cargo capacity
over 300.

It will be seen from our reconstruction draw
ing (Fig. 16) that the lines as shown must be
reasonably accurate from the stern to section
6, and that by logical deduction they must
continue, at least above the waterline, to the
assumed midships section. This section is
obviously crucial to the reconstruction. (Note
that we have included several alternatives.)
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If it is incorrect the rake of the stempost must
move out, i.e. forward, rather than aft.

It will be seen from the line drawing that
section 6 cannot be narrower than drawn

and keep its fair curve. (See note on section
6, Fig. 15.) We would not wish to claim that
our conclusions about the size and shape of
the Pantano wreck are other than well

worked out assumptions.
We feel that we have much to learn about

such reconstructions but that if we wait to

publish this material until we are absolutely
sure of the complete accuracy of our assump
tions, it may never be published.

The missing bow and side

Returning to Garifalo, we include the notes
of our several conversations with him, that
the reader may draw his own conclusions. He
seemed a good example of the best sort of
Sicilian workman—tough, cheerful, very
willing to help if it meant no trouble to him.
He was nearly illiterate and had never been
out of Sicily, but impressed me as an in
telligent, observant, and capable person.

After describing how the bulldozer had
struck the wood, he described what I believe
must have been the stempost, and then made
a sketch with no prompting from me. The
accompanying drawing is taken directly from
Garifalo's sketch in my notebook (Fig. 18).
He says that the wood was pine. I believe that
the hole was for the forestay of the artemon.

Garifalo's most startling discovery was a
plaque with Greek letters and a horse's head
above the letters, about 1-20 m long, attached
to what must, from his description, have been
a wale. I asked him if he knew Greek. He
replied that he knew nothing about Greek,
but that he remembered some of the letters.
He described the plaque as being 'metallic and
banana coloured'. Could this have been gilt?
He said it burned when it was put in the fire.

He tried, without me, to draw the letters
he remembered:

zxc

I then made some experimental combina
tions of Greek letters in the notebook
attempting to work in such a way that he
would not be influenced. It was obvious that
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at some point in the conversation I began
influencinghim, though I tried hard not to do
so. In any case, I tried to get him to remember
the sequence of letters by taking a page for
each letter, and writing it in the left hand
margin, thus:

I (|) X
Z (j) X
Z (j) X
Z (j) X

I then asked him if he remembered the
sequence. He went to the page I had filled
with thetas, apologized for not remembering
the theta, and wrote (|)IHCU saying that
what hehadremembered as an Xwas actually
an H. There were, he said, five or six letters,
he was sure of that. He had another go and
this time got 2U(|)H- He then experimented

A %. and recognized pp, immediately
when I wrote it for him.

It may or may not be useful to attempt to
reconstruct Garifalo's memories of the name-
plate he burned in the ditch. It is in any case
an amusing pastime, and I have shown my
notes to several scholars whose competence
in Greek is undoubted. Dr Peter Green
favours

ZAtt(|)a [IAH<l>il
ZAFP4)5, IAn<J>0
FPZAFPfto, nZAn<hO
"llAFP^o, etc. vhAn<l>0, etc. Ed.]
However, with enough manoeuvring, he

and I also produced

PHTACOC

PHTAZOZ.
Dr Frank Walton favours

©HCEYC.

As my knowledge of Greek leaves much to
be desired, I propose no opinion, except that
I am truly convinced that the mysterious
piece of banana coloured wood was the ship's
gilt nameplate, that it indeed had a small
horse s head above the letters, that there
were about six Greek letters and that there
is little question about the Z and the C. For
the other letters, (J)0hp and £i are all likely
candidates.

It is possible of course that Garifalo wasn't
speaking the truth, but as he was perfectly
honest in his other dealings with us, as other
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information of his which could be checked
was reliable, and as he is intelligent and
observant, although uneducated, it seems
more logical to believe him than not.

One fact will affect eventual interpretation
of Garifalo's information: inscriptions on
Roman lead anchor stocks (there is a large
collection at Syracuse and in the Palermo
museum) seem to be the names of ships and
of gods. They are often misspelled.

Small finds

The ditchdiggers found a 'porcelain pot
which shattered into small pieces'. There
were several sherds of late Roman pottery
under frames, which we thought were in situ.
None of them was large enough to draw, and
the colour of the clay had been affected by
the corrosion of the nearby iron. They were
all of combed ware amphoras similar to the
globe amphoras of Yassi Ada. Several experts
have seen these sherds and agree that theyare
typical late Roman-early Byzantine fragments
andarenot datable with more accuracy. They
do fit the C-14 dates which indicated (kn-129)
AD 503 ± 120.

Dating

The best possible evidence for dating is the
construction, which seems to be in the same
tradition as the early 7th century Yassi Ada
ship. Although later evidence might well
prove me wrong, I would date the loss of the
ship to sometime after AD 500, with the
remote possibility that the ship could have
been lost just before the Arab invasion of
Sicily. The best 'guess' is, I think, perhaps
AD 600-650, which fits the sherds, the con
struction, the C-14 date, and the historical
data.

Conclusions

Most Roman and late Roman ships appear
to have been double ended, and the Pantano
wreck is the first ship excavated which has a
transom stern. It seems likely that the heavy
beams which sat on the waterline wale and
extended aft from itwere designed to support
a large after cabin, like the 3rd century AD
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example shown in Casson (1972: pi. 154),
(Fig. 19).

The Pantano ship probably came from the
east, as cypress and pistachio wood are more
typical of Aegean construction than of
Italian. For instance. Archangel, the sailing
perama that we used at Torre Sgarrata
(excavation of a Roman shipwreck) was
built of cypress on mulberry wood frames.
It seems likely that she was manned by
Greeks, as she certainly had a Greek name.
She was a large ship, with shallow draft for
her size. She was undoubtedly seaworthy, but
not so efficient to windward as other types of
late Roman ships, like the Yassi Ada ship or
the Mahdia ship, which had steeper floors.

Carpentry work is definitely transitional, a
step between the beautifully built, copper-
fastened, full tenon ships of the empire, and
the 'frame first' carvel built caulked ships of
medieval and modern times. The pistachio
wood tenons are vestigial. Like those in the
Yassi Ada wreck, they are set in large

Figure 19. Roman mosaic from Mostra Augustea
showing what the Pantano ship's stern
might have looked like. Photo; Alinari.
Courtesy of Prof. Casson.

mortices quite far apart (at the Pantano, at
intervals of about 1 m), and they are not held
in by treenails. Tliis must be because they
functioned only as a convenience to the
carpenter in setting up the immersed part of
the hull by the 'shell first' method.

This technique has been well described by
Van Doorninck and me (Bass, 1972).The only
student who has objected to this theory is
Lucien Basch (1972). Some of his conclusions
may well be correct, although my own
experience with wrecks and modern yards
leads me to disagree that Classical and early
Byzantine vessels were other than shell first
constructions.

Here at the Pantano it seemed clear that
the immersed part of the hull was built shell
first. The shell planks which survived, i.e.
those under GWL, were tenoned. As these
tenons were loose, in largish slots, at generous
intervals, their only function must have been
to hold the shell together as it was set up and
faired.

Once the shell was set up and faired, the
frames, floors and futtocks were installed,
and were bolted in place. Once the structure
was strong enough to hold it, the waterline
wale, GWL, was worked into place and
bolted through onto the frames. Building
from GWL up must have proceeded in a
logical sequence. The most logical, perhaps,
would have been to install the uppermost
wale GWC next, and plank work towards
the middle. In section 3 we get an idea of how
this was done. After waterline wale GWL was
in place, the carpenter slotted transom
timber FLH to take on planks FPD FPF
FPE and their lost companions. It may be
that wale FLL was installed before frame
GXB (Figs 13 and 14), as GXB seems cut to
fit FLL rather than the other way around. In
any case, small wale FLN was then installed on
top of GXB serving to lock GXB in place. We
presume that a number of frames along FLL
werethrough frames like GXB, and locked in
place by FLN.

The lowermost wales came together in a
fair shape under the transom. These must
have been above the waterline, when the
shipwas in harbour, but often immersed when
the ship was running. As the transom was at
an angle of perhaps 30° from the waterline
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following seas would have caused the stern to
rise.

The massive transom would have formed a
very strong support for the steering oars.
The ship cannot have had a rudder, as there
is no place for a rudder post.

The most interesting aspect of the ship's
construction is the use of through beams like
GXM (Figs 20 to 22), and frames like GXB,
which passed across the wales, at what must
have been fairly frequent intervals (although
we only found two, and evidence of a third,
because so little of the ship remained). The
whole structure of the ship formed something
like a box girder, which gave the ship great
longitudinal strength. This concept of a
ship as box girder does not seem to have been
thought of again until Brunei built the
Great Western in the early 19th century.

This system of wales, although it died out
in the west, has survived in the Orient.
Worcester studied a Foochow pole junk just
before World War I, and it seems to have

had remarkable similarities with the Pantano

ship. She was 150 ft (45 m) long by 30 ft
(9-0 m) wide, considerably longer than the
Pantano ship but about the same width.
Worcester wrote (1947) that

'Longitudinal strength is provided by three
enormous hardwood wales which, lying close
together and following the curve of the bilge
throughout, also serve as bilge keels, as they
are placed so low on the hull that, except at
bow and stern, they are at or below the water
line, according to whether the junk is light or
loaded. Three lighter wales or strakes are
situated at and above deck level at varying
intervals . . .'

This sounds very like the Pantano ship,
with her three heavy and two light wales
along each side and her big skeg, which seems
to resemble the skegs on Chinese junks.

The manner in which the Pantano ship
seems to have broken up also illustrates the
faults inherent in such a structure. The ship
broke longitudinally at the waterline wale.

'i;!;
GXM • v. .3.,..,

Figure 20. Beam GXM in silu. Its inner end has been cut off in antiquity. The timber above the beam wac a
wale, which perhaps ran along the side at deck level.
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Figure 21. Beam GXM from the inner end. Note supporting timbers put in on top of inner stringers and lining
of hold. These riders were bolted through a lower wale at an angle to the frames. On the left next
to the hose, note another pair of riders, probably for a beam now missing.

The men who originally found the wreck say
that they saw the whole starboard side,
including the stempost, but are certain that
nothing existed below the waterline wale.

Figure 22. Beam GXM after removal. Slot in side
fits filler planks. See Fig. 20.

This means that the ship, probably heavily
laden, might have struck on a bar off the
beach trying to make the existing harbour,
and broke in two. The bottom, cargo, and
port side probably stayed on the bar. The
starboard side broke off in one piece and
washed ashore, to be covered up by sand and
lie intact for us to study, 1300 or so years
later.

Problems

This excavation, in a remote part of Sicily,
poses several very serious problems.

The wood, after having been removed from
the site, was put into Francesco Spatola's
irrigation tank, where it could soak in fresh
water until we could remove it for preserva
tion.
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Optimistically, we imagined that we would
find funds for removal of the wood to
permanent storage tanks where it would be
intensively studied. The excavation had in
any case to be made, or the ship would have
been altogether lost during the construction
of the drainage ditch. (There was a possible
third alternative, that of the site having been
marked by the Italian Archaeological Service
as an archaeological site, stopping the
reclamation project by Mr Spatola, and
doing nothing to increase the already minimal
goodwill between the country people who
find archaeologically important objects and
the Archaeological Service who must deal
with recovery, rewards, and restoration).

Our financial optimism was not justified.
We have tried very hard to raise funds for
preservation and eventual display, small scale
or large, of the Pantano ship, without any
success at all. It is very much easier to find
money for discovery and excavation than it is
for preservation.

We hope this is a preliminary or interim
publication, and that further research can be
done when the wood is removed from Mr

Spatola's irrigation tank. But it does seem
quite clear that a wreck excavation of this
sort should not, unless it is a case of complete
loss of the wreck if not excavated at once, be
undertaken without preparation (and funding)
of storage and preservation facilities being
assured before digging is begun.

There are many questions about the ship
as we have reconstructed her. Yet, having

resolved to follow the normal rules of ship
construction drawings, we feel that free
reconstructions are not in order. (See notes
on the individual drawings.) We would be
delighted if a professional naval architect
would look at the original data and work over
the lines.
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The Battle of Lepanto search and survey
mission (Greece), 1971—72
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and

Eleftherios Yalouris

Merton College, Oxford

This search for the site of the Battle of

Lepanto started in the summer of 1971, 400
years after the battle, at the request of Prof.
Spiridon Marinatos, Director of Antiquities.
Preliminary expeditions to the vicinity of the
battle site (Bay of Patras, west of Mesolonghi

and east of Oxia Island) showed the vastness
of the area to be surveyed and the difficulties
involved in ultimately pinpointing the wreck
site. Five trips were made to the area, four
in 1971 (June, July, September and November)
and one in 1972 (18 May-17 June) (Fig. 1).

Light house
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000m

Koutsilaris

2!°10"E

^jjmp house'wreck
'29

° Pump house

iron wreck

Non magnetic mounds

Small target area

j Many target area

BAY OF PATRAS

Depth in

fathoms

14 ,15 16

Figure 1. Map of the suspected site of the battle of Lepanto (1571) showing some of the many targets plotted
with side-scan sonar. From U.S. Naval OceanographicChart 3962.
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The battle took place on 7 October 1571,
in the Bay of Patras, south of the mouth of
the Acheloos river and the Koutsilaris
Islands, between the Christian fleet, under the
command of Don Juan of Austria, approach
ing from the west, and the Turkish fleet, led
by Ali Pasha, coming from the east. That
afternoon saw the greatest defeat, on land or
sea, suffered by the Turks up to that time. The
battle is well described by Lesure (1972) and
Marx (1966).

The exact size of each fleet is uncertain, but
the best sources say the Turkish navy had
over 300 galleys and 80-90 auxiliary vessels
with over 100,000 men; and the Christian
fleet had some 300shipsand over 60,000 men.

Soon after the battle had begun, the
Turkish right wing began to break, and
eventually about 30 ships were driven into
shallow water and ran aground. They were
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Figure 2. Chart of1598 from the Gennadeion Library, Athens.

laterplundered and burned bythe Christians.
The heaviest fighting took place in the
centre, where the Christians lost about 12
galleys. The exact number of ships sunk in
the battle is uncertain but it is said the Turks
lost about 80 vessels, most of which were
burned.

Almostall of the ships that went down were
rowed galleys, of a design that had changed
very little for over 2000 years'̂ b They were
long and narrow, usually about 120-160 ft
06-48 m) in length, and 15-20 ft (45-46 m)
in width, averaging from 100 to 200 tons.
They could carry a limited number (up to
five in the bigger galleys) of carriage guns in
the bows, and a few pieces of light artillery
in the stern-castles. Most of the ships that
weredestroyedwereeither burned or shattered
from collision. Because they had very little
ballast, it would be unrealistic (although by

P. THROCKMORTON ETAL.: BATTLE OF LEPANTO

no means out of the question) to expect these
ships to sink to the bottom intact, although it
is not impossible that considerable parts of
the wooden structures could be found
preserved in the mud. Various metal objects,
including light artillery, weapons, armour,
chains, anchors, grappling hooks, and pos
sibly some treasure, might be expected. The
best area in which to look (see below) would
be in depths of 150-200 ft (45-60 m), where
a muddy bottom would help to preserve those
remains not completely covered by the heavy
silting from the Acheloos River.

One of the important problems which
faced the Lepanto search and survey team
was to determine how much the coastline of
1571 differed from that of the present. In
view of the fact that the battle took place
outside the mouth of Greece's largest river,
the Acheloos, notorious for its silting, it
would be quite reasonable to suspect con
siderable change in the geomorphology of the
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region over a period of 400 years. Thucydides
(ii:102) describes clearly the silting of the
Acheloos River.

Careful inspection of a series of maps found
in the Gennadeion Library of the American
School of Classical Studies in Athens dating
from 1598 to the present, showed considerable
changes in the shape or extent of the land
over a 400-year period^^b Several of these
maps are reproduced for this report (Figs 2,
3 and 4). The inaccuracies of 16th to 18th
century cartographers can readily be appre
ciated, and the maps must be examined with
considerable reservation. A number of points,
however, must be considered more seriously.
In most 18th century maps, for example, the
island of Oxia is either clearly marked or can
be singled out among the clusters of small
islands to the east and north of it (often
called Curzolari Insulae, as in Figs 2 and 3).
The islands which appear on these maps to
the east are not shown as islands in any 20th
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Figure 3. Chart of 1702 from the Gennadeion Library, Athens.
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Figure 4. Chart of 1700 from the Gennadeion Library, Athens.

century map (see Fig. 1). They are mountains
(Koutsilaris, Scoupas, etc.). Ancient mariners
and cartographers could be expected to make
sizeable errors in outlining the coastline of an
area (especially if it was foreign to them), but
islands would appear as islands on their
maps. William Prescott (1881, III, 884)
describes the Christian armada as it ap
proaches the battle site; 'By sunrise they
were abreast of the Curzolari, a cluster of
huge rocks, or rocky islets, which in the north
defends the entrance to the Gulf of
Lepanto . . It is also obvious that the
position of the mouth of the Acheloos River
changed many times. Topographical and
geological surveys carried out by engineers
from Edok Eter, the company hired by the
Greek government to run the giant reclama
tion project in the area, confirm this and the
fact that the shoreline was once much farther
north than it is now.

Further evidence for pushing the 1571
coastline back several miles will be shown
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on Fig. 5, which can be compared with a
modern chart of the same region (Fig. 1).
What follows is an explanation of Fig. 5:

1. Possible vicinity of the mouth of the
Acheloos River in 1571. Core samples taken
recently by Edok Eter engineers confirm
that there was once sea in this area.

2. Ancient classical city and harbour of
Oiniadae. Remains of the ancient harbour,
including slips for the ships, can still be seen
in the north of the island, now a mountain.
The land to the north of it was said to have
been swampy in Classical times, and that
heavy silting from the Acheloos was occurring
even then. (See Bury, 1927, 419).

3. Taxiarkhai. Remains of a Byzantine
monastery nestled between the two south
east ridges of Scoupas (now a mountain).

4. Ancient Pleuron. A city famous in
Mycenaean times, referred to by Homer
{Iliad, 14.116., 9.529ff.) as 'Pleuron by
the Sea'. Also active down to Hellenistic
times.

p. THROCKMORTON ETAL.\ BATTLE OF LEPANTO

5. Samples of sea-shells found (May, 1972)
in this area, in irrigation trenches dug by
Edok Eter.

6. Reconnaissance by hydraulic engineers
showed that the mouth of the Acheloos was

once here.

7. Old customs house. Probably used in the
19th century for ships coming into the mouth
of the Acheloos when it was there.

8. Sonar and magnetometer search in this
'many target' area has shown a cluster of
small deposits (could be cannon, cannon
balls, etc.) in about 180 ft (55 m) of water.
This is the most promising of the sites (see
below), and is the prime target for future
investigation.

9. Modern town of Aetoliken. Figured in
Byzantine times as an important centre of
coastal trade.

Kalivitsa

Petalas

This map, the result of preliminary, and
necessarily incomplete research, does not
pretend to be totally accurate. It only
intends to show that the coastline of 1571

was considerably north of where it is today.
Only further research and careful geological
investigation can produce a more accurate
map. This was not necessary for the purposes
of our search and survey work for the site of
the Battle of Lepanto.

Because evidence suggests that the coast
line of 1571 could have been as much as six

miles north of its present location it was
pointless for our survey team to look for the
remains of the 30 or so Turkish galleys that
were allegedly forced aground by the left
flank of the Christian armada and then

burned. Although the beach on which they
grounded could have been in any of several
possible places, one thing that is certain is

1571 ?

SHORE LINE
Pleuron

Kher Dhioni

ACHELOOS
mouthv
TODAY

Khounovina

^Scrofa

9
Koutsilaris

Oiniadae

PRESENT RIVER

OLD CHANNEL

OMagoula

DYKES/HERE

PRESENT SHORE LINE

MESOLONGHI

SHALLOW WATER

Figure 5. Map of Lepanlo battle site with possible coastline of 1571 and present beach shore line.
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Figure 6. Diagram showing the equipment used on RV Stonnie Seas.
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that it was not on what is now known as the
Loud, a strip of sandy beach to the south of
Koutsilaris (Fig. 1). This beach, the present
southernmost shore of the land mass in
question, did not exist in 1571. Our attention
thus turned to deeper waters, where the
heavy silting from the Acheloos did not have
to be dealt with.

Search and survey

An extensive area sprinkled with small
targets that could be remnants of wrecks from
the Battle of Lepanto has now been identified
in the area south-east of Mt. Koutsilaris, in
about 180ft (55 m) of water (Fig. 5, no. 8,
Figs 1 and 2). Numerous other modern
wrecks and other interesting 'targets' were
also located. The latter could be ancient
wrecks, as they appear on the sonar pictures
as shallow mounds. These mounds, of course,
could also be of geological origin. No dives in
the suspected area of the battle were made,
primarily because of the depth and lack of
proper diving facilities.

The survey work was conducted aboard
the ship RV Stormie Seas, with an EG & G
side-scan sonar, an EG & G 5 kHz penetra
ting pinger with recorder (Model 254), and
an ELSEC Proton Magnetometer (Type 592)
as the basic search tools. The side-scan sonar
covers a 500ft (150m) field to the port side
only. At 8 knots, the ship's top speed, an area
of about one square mile could be explored
in about one hour. However, most of the
exploration was done at 4 knots in order to
get records of better quality. The track of the
ship had to be controlled so that nothing was
missed and to prevent duplicate coverage of
an area. Several methods for navigation were
used. These included the use of hand-bearing
compasses and the ship's compass coordin
ated with a pelorus, and were used from the
deck of the ship to get position lines which
then could be laid out on an enlarged nautical
chart. It would have been more accurate to

use shore stations with the transits, but haze,
lack of sufficient personnel, and the distance
from the shore made it impossible to do.
A shore party had been sent a week ahead
to the area to make a general reconnaissance

and verify the exact bearings of the several
points of reference (Oxia, Koutsilaris, pump
house, etc.) which were to be used for getting
the ship's bearings.

The accuracy of the navigation was found
not only to be influenced by the reading of the
hand compasses, but also by the heading of
the ship and the position of the compass on
the ship. A few experiments indicated that
our position, at the furthest range in the worst
case, could be ± 400 m. This fact should be
kept in mind when the charts are to be used to
refind the targets, especially the weaker
targets that need to be relocated and investi
gated. This problem is known to exist since it
was very difficult to refind several weak
targets, in particular, the one due west of the
pump house wreck. It is probable that there
are other important targets that were missed
due to navigational errors or equipment.
These will show up when the critical areas are
re-surveyed. It would then be most important
that the ship's position should be plotted
continuously on a chart to ensure complete
coverage and all the information would be
continually available.

The second acoustic equipment was used
to penetrate into the sediments, This used a
pulse of about 0-5 ms duration with a basic
frequency of 5 kHz. Much interesting infor
mation about the geology of the area was
recorded and many sub-bottom target features

Figure 7. The magnetometer chart on the ship's deck
showing an anomaly picked up by the
detector in the water.
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Figure 8. Aside-scan sonar record ofa modern wreck, directly south ofthe pump house. This wreck is thought
to be a German escort vessel. Holes to the left could be bomb craters.

revealed, though many were too deep in the
sediments to excavate at the present time.
Not all the targets have been plotted on the
chart.

The magnetometer, provided by Dr E. T.
Hall of Oxford, England, was used to detect
iron. This measurement is important, since
many of the targets found by the acoustic
equipment are of geological origin and of no
interest to the project. The magnetometer
makes it possible to reject these.

It was found that the magnetometer bottle
had to be towed close to the bottom to
detect the small amounts of iron involved.
However, if the bottle touched the bottom, a
false signal would be produced which was
misleading. It was therefore necessary to
exercise great care ininterpreting the readings
properly. Dr Don Erey, magnetometer
operator for the 1972 expedition, prepared a
table for a five-gamma signal, which was
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calculated from an approximate equation
furnished by Dr Hall.

If a galley contained 1-5 tons of iron, the
magnetometer must be 25 m from it for a
minimum signal of five gammas. This calls for

Distance of the magnetometer
bottle to the target (m)

10

15

20

25

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

Tons of iron
in the target

0-1

0-33

0-80

1-6

2-7

6-4

12-5

21-6

34-3

51-2

72-9

100
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the magnetometer to be close to the bottom
for small target detection, and a distance of
3 m was achieved by allowing the ship to
drift. Two runs over the centre of the 'many
target' area produced significant signals which
Erey interprets to indicate iron in the appro
priate amounts. This strengthens the belief
that the 'many target' area is part of the
Lepanto battle site.

Navigational information on Figs 1 and 9
is sufficient to return to the areas of interest"^
but certainly acoustic devices will be needed
again when diving commences. Because of
the depth, which seriously limits the working
time of a diver, the diving should not proceed
until targets have been accurately buoyed.
The diver should not be used as a search
device since his bottom time is so limited.

Modern developments have made diving
at depths of 150-200 ft (45-60 m) a practical
possibility. This is the maximum practical
diving depth for work with compressed air,
and well across the threshold of mixed gas
diving. Taken as a mixed gas diving project,
the area is not excessively deep, but a serious

—w -. A-—.

diving project such as this, both time-con
suming and costly, should not be undertaken
before a preliminary investigation is launched
to determine the exact nature of the contents
of the target area. This can be done in any one
of several ways: bounce dives with com
pressed air; use of a small research submarine
(such as Asherah) with underwater television
as an aid to the surface crew; bounce dives
with mixed gases. Ideally, it would be best to
use the submarine and the underwater TV
with divers ready to make bounce dives on a
site once it is pinpointed.

Conclusion

The purpose of the Lepanto search and survey
project was to conduct a surface reconnais
sance to locate the site of the Battle of
Lepanto, using acoustic and magnetometer
equipment. A map of 'targets' has been
produced which showed promise as possible
sites of wrecks from the battle. The next step
is to go down to the bottom and investigate
the cause of the signals.
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Figure 9. A side-scan sonar record of part of the 'many target" area which could be the site of the Lepanto

battle.
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Notes

[1] Fora description of thegalleys oftheperiod see B. Landstrom, The ship, London, 1961, 127-41. For further
details on construction, iron work, etc., see Lane Venetian ships and shiphiiilclers of the Renaissance
Baltimore, 1934. '

[2] The following is a brief list ofmaps in the extensive collection ofthe Gennadeion Library. In each entry the
catalogue number is given first. The kind assistance of Mr Francis R. Walton, the librarian, is gratefully
acknowledged.
GT 173. 2q. Muenster (a collection, c. 1598-1628). GT 230. Maps of Greece (a collection from 1700-19th
century). GT 328. The English Pilot: Pt.HI, the Mediterranean Sea, 1771. GT 225.6. Stieler, Hand Atlas,
1831. GT 271.9. Hellert, (a collection), London, 1844. GT 220.1. Kiepert, Atlas Antique, 1882.

[3] The many target' area (Fig. 5, no. 8). This is right in the area where it was suggested that the heaviest
fighting took place, and the indications, many ofwhich are undoubtedly wrecks, may bethought ofas the
'dregs' of the battle.

[4] Figure 1is a chart ofthe Bay of Patras, showing the modern targets found and navigational information
from landmarks. Figure 9 shows the approximate position ofnumerous targets, some very small and weak
that should be investigated. '
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